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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATUllbAY, EVENING, JUNE 10,181)7.
TELEGRAPHIC BRUVlniZS.

TO LEAVE TIIESSALY
The

First National Bank,
NEW

At Iow
CUy 11 r', this morning,
burned the library buildingof tbe Io
state univeisliy, and caused the loss of

Treaty is Prac
tically Completed, the Turk
Leaving Thessaly.
Turko-'Gree-

one life.

It

NO. 18d

LAS VEGAS,

J

MEXICO.

new dt finitely ascertained that
'JOSHUA 8. BATMOLDS. Pn.ld.nt
tbe result of the cyclone which passed DISCOVERER
OWE THEIR
CELERY COmOUND 'T0
WHOM THOUSANDS
OFPAII.E'S
JOHN W. ZOLLA.IS, VicrmidMt.
A. D. SMITH,
over tbe outskirts of Paris, yesterday
was twenty persons killed and over
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.
LIFE
HAPPINESS.
JAPANESE MINISTER HOT eighty Injured.
celebration
for
tbe
Preparations
the
are rapid
The Italny Season In Cuba, and ly queen's diamond jubilee
Thousands
5
"TT. completion.
'&'x& .
."Oil; ;
narlng
'
lellow Ferer, Are Betas
workmen are engaged on every street
along the route which tbe great parad
tatfng the Island.
will take, fixing elaborate preparationa
The jubilee has praotioally taken pos
BREVITIES session of the entire nation. Tbe
TELEGRAPHIC
'
streets are already Impassable with
'- crowds of peraons from tbe country
- .
.
Constantinople, Turkey.Juue 19.
OF LAS VEGAf.
and abroad. I be negotiations between the repreThe social democracy of America
sentative of the powers and the porte was formally launobed in Chicago, totar the establlebment of peace between day, by the adodtlon of a declaration
Turkey and Greece have beoa brought of principles and a constitution.
A young man who eays bla nam ia
to a satisfactory conclusion. All points
involved have been settled' except the Ferdl iad F. Pullman was looked up
Harrison
atreet
method of guaranteeing the indemnity at tub
police
DB. J. M, CTJNOTNGHAM, PreSdentf
on
'
In be paid tn Turkey by Greece, wbtch station in Chicago,
FEASK 8PBTNGER,
be
that
is fixed at 6.000.000 (Turkish). It tbe
supposition
D. T. HOSK1N8, Cashier.
is probable, however, that influential inshne. He stood at State and Madi
Greek residents of foreign countries son streets and in German told the
CMUW
O-- IBTKKK8T PAID OH xf
will be appointed to oontrol the Qnanoes wandering crowd that ha was the aon
M.
Pullman.
of Ureece and stand as mount, for tne of George
hNar Gokx, Prea
payment of the indemnity. This point
Among tbe passengers on the Ameri
once settled, the final treaty of peaoe can steamship "St. lxois," who ar
H. W. Kellt, Vice Prea.
D. T. Hosuiii, Treaa.
will be signed and the lurks will with rived from Southampton, was Rev. II
draw from Thfssaly.
S Barnum, editor of Good News-Brin- g
er, published in Constantinople.
Th. Jspanet Mlnleter Hot.
Paid up capital, $30,000:
As aoon as tbe machinery of tba orl
19.
Jnne
C.
Washington, D.
a9"8ave
shall have a due num
ental
yoar earning, by dsposltlnf hsm
LtM
Another reason for the indignant state ber ofdiplomacy advioes from lofcio
Hey wui bring yoa an Income. - Kr.ry dollar aavil, U
'
revolutions,
in which the Japanese minister finds are expected to furntsb an international
no aepoaits received of less than 1.
Interest paid en all deposits of b and over,
bfmself, is the statement of Secretary sensation. It will probably take tbe
Sherman to the press, that be had form of an announcement that the
come to favor the treaty "on acoooot United Stales bas been guilty ot an nn- of tbe claim of Japan to the islands1
friendly act towards Japan. The an
The minister says the abatement fs nn nouncement may be accompanied by
true and regards it as a studied affront demand for an explanation and an
to Japan, The talk in Washington, apology. All tbe ministers at Waahthis rooming, is that Jarvnn may with Ineton bava been informed of the
draw the commercial privileges she treaty but the Japanese minister.
has extended to Americans.
President MoKioley bas reluctantly
Bast Las Vegas and
elven up accepting tbe Invitation to
NAVAL POMOrlON.
tb Utah celebration in Salt Lake
Socorro, New Mexico
Brewa Causes
TIm Retirement at
Tbe prevailing impression among
Numerous Advaticetunt.
senators is tLat It will be practically
useless to
during the present
Washinotok, D. C , June 19.- - session of attempt,
congress, a ratirloatiou of tbe
Ear Admiral George Brown,
Hawaiian aunexation treaty.
Imof the Norfolk navy yard, and
A
Chinaman giving tbe
ranking admiral of the United States name ot Walter Jfi zoo rang ol ban
navy, to day, was retired by law from Francisco, and a pretty, stylish girl
eolive service, having attaineu the age named Emma Allen House, giving her
at Palo Alto, California, apf sixty-fou- r
years. Admiral Brown residence
at tbe court
has probably been the most popular peared in Denver,
license.
a
secured
and
boose
marriage
bis
of
American
and
the
cfQuer
navy,
career has been a long and honorable The supposed elopement has created
one, be having been appointed to sensation.
Only five senators were present at
Annapolis from Indiana in 1849, and
baviog served continuously ; until the the meeting of tbe senate to day.
Senator Hanna is very much on top
prus?ot time' Tbe admiral will takeup his residence on bis f armgearjn- - in tbe county convention at Cleveland,
Tbe test showed Hanna S46
diahapolis, bis native city.""
Rear Admiral Brown is the third
198. Tbe Hanna people
Shov. r,t ,1.1.
Hi
AnwAnrr
k. vctivaA
wiped up the fljor witb Mayor McKis
to his profession a positive cure for
'Excepting its handful of magni and graduated in medicine at Yale.
the present year;the others being; Hear. son's crowd, not even recognizing
His unusual talent soon brought sleeplessness, wasting strength, dys
ficent statesmen and its military
llHmlral, .tnhn fl WftllrAr .TI(I lTrft.nr.lfl them in committees.
"
the most recent writer him. reputation and prominence among pepsia, biliousness, liver complaint,
M Ramsay. The retirement of the
Four more deatba are reported at heroes says
CaliAmerica, ''the people owe more his professional brethren. First he neuralgia, rheumatism, all nervous
three senior officers has involved the Cincinnati,
last upon Dartmouth
from
s physician teacner was elected to the professorship of diseases and kidney troubles. For
fill
to
to
ot
commodores
three
promotion
At
storm.
thia
Lexington,
night's
and
in
surgery
anatomy
the; Vermont all such complaints Paine's celery
their positions, tbree captains to suo-ce- morniog, Frank Claik was killed by a than to any one man..
Next he was appointed compound has succeded again- and
the commodores, and correspond, broken wire, lbree deaths are re'In everv walk ot me among rne University.
on materia medica and Med- again where everything has failed.
highest office holders at Washington, lecturer
ing promotions all along the line.
ported in lows.
No remedy was ever so highly re- in the ical botany in Dartmouth College.
best
the
of
homes
in
the
people
! do not want to go to Spain'aaid
The next year he was chosen profes- commenaea, oecause none ever ac
Coming College Contests.
the
every
day
among
cities,
JtNew Havrk, Connecticut, June 19. General Woodford, tbe newly appoint large
families in com sor of the chair, then vacated by Prof. complished so much.
'But I folks of the country,
this morning.
y
Paine's celery compound
The Yale 'varsity freshmen crews
families that Robby, and occupied the chair, the
consider it my duty, just as I oonaid fortable circumstanced,
mouth and could most important one in the country, at stands without competition for feeding
hand
to
from
live
will goto Pougbkep'ie, this afternoon,
ered it my duty to enter the civil war.
time when he first formulated his exhausted nerves and building up
not, if they wished, afford the service the
where they will remain until after the I will sail July 20th."
most remarkable prescription. '
the strength of the body. It cures
an
of
but
physician
ordinary
any
great triangular race between Yale.
The
tesradically and
of
permanently.
view
the
In
to
met
have
I
overwhelming
people
everywhere
Harvard and Cornell. The Harvard
THE ARCTIC BALLOONIST.
norvous
value-oto
prostration and general dibil- Paine's
the
nas
celery
timony
whom Panne s cetiery compound
crew bas been in training at Fongh.
lty from which thousands of women
compound that has recently appeared suffer
kaepBie for some time, and all tbree of Messages By Carrier Pigeon Hourly Expected been a blessing."
so long that it finally gets to be
rewoman
of
national
men
and
from
k
of
the
time
to
be.
Andrea.
will
the
storv
From
of
Prol.
The
have ample
the crews
a second nature with them all this
of
Prof.
the
picture
Phelps
putation,
told
come thoroughly accustomed to the
giant among men has been often
course before t be day of the great
London, England, June 18. Ac- and is familiar to most leaders. The is particularly interesting
soon removed by properly feed
on test arrives. Arrangements have cording to the programme mapped out likeness above is probably the best The fact is, Paine's celery com- very
jttivca, nuu replacing me
nig
is
is
a
not
it
him
medicine;
of
railroad
made
the
pound
oompany by Professor Andree, the Arctic bal- portrait
yet printed.
ben
by
patent :
blood by a fresher,, more
unhealthy
is
not
mere
it
not
a
a
a
race
world-famefrom
fnr witnessing the
sarsapariilart
d
special
It was the
discovery by
vitalized , fluid. A healthy
left
he
time
highly
tbe
at
loonist,
Gothenburg
not
nervinean
is
it
-it increase in
ordinary
train, which will rno along the bank of
Prof. Phelps of an infallible cure for tonic;
appetite and a correspondis as far beyond them all as the
the river keeping abreast of the boats. for Spitsbergen in tbe latter part of those fearful ills that result from an
ing gain in weight and good spirits
is
diamond
to
enormous
to
number
of
vis.
some
superior
glass.
time
the
will
the
cheap
be
Owing
during
May,
follow the use of Paine's celery
impaired nervous system and impure
itors expected this' year, however, it coming week launch his
)
upon
It makes people well. It is the one compound.
endeared
the
which
blood
has
great
will
ful
a
mra
it
whether
doub
true specific recognized and preset ibed
the perilous voyage to tbe north pole,
begins to
Paine's
is
the
celery
compound
life
made
and
his
be possible to accommodate them all in A number of carrier pigeons were taker doctor to the world,
y
by eminent practitioners for most remarkable medical achievement
ehis wey.
diseases arising from a debilitated of this last half of the nineteenth C)
by tbe party from Gotbenbnrg, and tbe an era in the practice of medicine.
return of one of tbe birds witn a mes. Prof. Phelps was born in Connecticut nervpus system. Prif. Phelps gave century.
A Terrific Oale.
from the party ia looked for daily.
sage
A
Brussels, Belgium, June 19.
Professor Aodree is accompanied by
terrific gale is raging in the North sea, Messrs. Striodberg, Swendenberg and
General Manager Ramsey and General
Contractor L. Vi'. Lewis and twelve men,
Hosaeopetblc Doctors to Meet.
wliicb has already resulted in a great Twenke. According to the opinions
N. Y., Jnne 19 During who bave been at work on bridge No. 417, Passenger Agent Crane, of the Wabasb,
Buffalo,
loss of life and property. Nine fishing of many who have participated in pre- the coming week, the American insti-tnt- e below Las Vegas, left, r this morning, for are at Buffalo, N.
attending
tbe Qret passenger arrivals ot tbelr road's
vessels belonging to the town of Heyet, vious polar expeditions, the present
- Emporia, Kansas, having completed their
its
will
hold
fifty.
of
...
.
.
.
Homeopathy
new extension. Tbe eastern terminus of
labors.
j
on ine ? laaaera
const., are iobi, who venture ia the most reckless and peritbe Wabash Is now in tbet city instead of
)
all on board. The maritime popula- - lous ever undertaken, and It is general- third annual meeting in this city.
)
Cbas. Gardner, recently one of our most Detroit and Teledo. Tbelr own trains are
ly considered tbat nothing but the Thera wilt be general business sessions,
tion of tbe viilaga is ruined.
to
of
merest accident can bear the party to sectional
ont
direct
Buffalo
this
from
Kansas
running
meetings and an extensive popular passenger --conductors, In a
2taw York, N. Y., Juno 19.
the pole and back in safety.
like City, Chicago and Bt. Lbuis.
employed
M
other
excursions
of
and,
programme
!
on the Mexican Central railroad
London cables,
Circulars have been issued by tbe
.
says that it is
, ne I capacity
C. W. Scott, commonly known hereRussian government to tbe inhabitants entertainments lor we visitors.
IOI. IOZ AND
and doing well.
praetieaily agreed that Victoria has
abouts as "Scotty" is reported to be doing
I
GROSS1
)
are
Drs.
Association
also
J.
104 NORTH 2ND
and
have
offioera
the
of
northern
of
Siberia,
decided to Abdicate after the jubilee. In been
"
well
and saving money, running a train Cn
Imo.
LOUIS
St.
St.
of
distributed
the
D.
T. G. Mnlbern, wife of the former
people
among
Mrs.
G.
Ctistis.
B.
prea.
C,
Washington,
BLACKWELL
of
the
1;
The
Wales.
Prince
favor
the Mexican Central, down in tha sister
Alaska and other northern rigiona,
i
Charles E. Walton, of Cincin- trainmaster on this division, at present republic.
coronation, however, will be post& KELLY,
them to extend, all possible ident;
th
Central
Mexican
directing
train
00
inspector
of
poned until after the nueen's death.
first
O.
)
C.
Detroit,
Miller,
and
assistance to tbe explorers in case they nati,
railroad, bas gone down there to meet ber The wife of Eugenlo Kudulpb is repoxt
should land among them. Even grant, and second
Eugene husband.
Killed While Sennadjns.
ed critically ill.
Atkins, Arkansas, June JJJ. Ernest ing that theitwinds are favorable, it is H. Porter, general aeoretary ; Frank
will
be
stated that
impossible to as?
Ltpe, who shot and killed Miss Leona certain tbe exact locatioo
of tba pole, graft, Cleveland, recording aeoretary;
exonorated
the
been
has
by
E. M. Rellogg, New York City,
Goodman,
Airing the Poor.
courts. xdi liooaman was among a
treasurer, and T. F- - Smitb( l!Jew York
New Yob;, N. Y , June 19.
iymerjean Bpauty, red.
party hf neroioer8, and Professor
assistant treasurer.
an established fact that our prices are the ruling monarcbs of the day. They have won every battl
City,
LI pa' who wa
aroused from sleep, Something of an innovation in the way
y. t
Baroness
Rothschild, light pink
medica
Now they have declared war against our entire stock of merchandise, watch them, you will
materia
the
fought.
The sessions of
commenced firing Ms pistol. He kill- of measures of relief for the extreme
des
Blanches
white.
Coquette
once
will
more be victorious.
see, they
,
oonferense are scheduled to begin on
ed Miss Goodman intnnt!jr, .
poor was inaugurated in this city, toMagna Charta, dark pink.
j
the
while
or
Wednesday,
Blown Back to Port.
day, with the formal opening to the Tuesday
will be held a
. . .
Londow, England, June 19. Tb public of tbe first of the recreation meeting of the institute
addresses
being delivered by
roja! jacht "Victoria and Alberfwlth piers, whose construction was author- day later,
the Empress Frederick ot Germany ized by the legislature several years the governor of New York, the mayor
ago. The structure runs our Into tbe of Buffalo and ibe national president
mb'iard, left Flushing, Netherlands, saa
BaHmore Belle, blush white.
for a distance of sevsra) hundred of the organization.
V?e offer as follow, fortius week
route
en
for.
but
this morning,
England,
We will offer at
Queen, deep rose.
c insists of two stories, the
Prjirie
feet
and
is
was compelled to return
Excursion.
cluk
coaseijnenoe
Skirt
y$iM
one
on
all
worth
etc,
for
sides
being
Etc.,
upper
opened
$2.50
cf the gile, which prevailed io t&e and
Greatly Reduced Prices.
Chicago, Illinois, June 1!) The
designed to give the poor people
worth $3.50 for
North sea.
We handle the celebrated "Bee Hive" Brand, each
of the crowded tenements a whiif of yachts of tbe Columbia club will, if
worth $4.50 for
fresh iur .during the hot days and tbe wind is favorable, start this aftergarment guaranteed to fit and give satisfaction. We
nature Interferes.
Cobea Scandeus.
have on display fifty different kiada all made of thfi
Worth
for
$5,00
noon for a run across the southern end
Cinctmkati, G'aio, Juoe 19 Nature fifgbts of fiima,4i'.
Humulus Japonicus.
newest material with detachable cuffs and collars.
interfered with the second attempt of
Lake Michigan to Michigan City,
Madeira Vine,
Cuba Doubly Cursed.
fto4iaa&.
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 55c Trice was 83c
The paonl restrictions in Thee vjnes grow from thirty to
Shirt?
William Lloyd to pass a tj'puotio
19.D.
June
C,
Washington,
to erew have fceon feroofed in
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 85c Price was ft. 15
burial. The second test was to pass
regard
fcxtra
in
a
season.
inOfiiijial reports from United States
this regatta, and consequently' about forty feet
twenty four hours under ground, with,
in
Er::s t;$
In P,l--x
show
Evcrj
out oionlng or eating, llain fSoodod spectors in Cuba show that the rainy 859 people will land la Michigan City,
the crave Hal Lloyd bad to be burrM-i- y season is emwn (he rapid spread of $ni et 8 o'clock this ereclnz will be nn;! give prices.
th
boss rnr,liwjaa tjps pf yt'.:;-reception by ViQ mjot tut
Cvg ontta keep Lk.--j from drown- '
""
fever li Cubs.
J. BiGHL.
Is
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Accounts Eeceived Subject to Chcci.
Interest Paid on Time Deposit?,

.

'

:

San Miguel National Bank.

,

Capital Paid in

0100,00a.

Surplus,

60,000.

to-da-

DJ"1

THE

LAS VEGAS

SAVINGS BANK.

twolliV"

BROWNE Si

MANZANARES
COMPANY

i

al

Wholesale Grocers. Wool Hides,
Pelts. Plows and Agriculturaf
plements. Alfalfa. Grass. Cane

com-mmda- ot

well-dress-

and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed
Wheat

-

Ranch and
Mining Supplies.

'

Fence Wire. Nails. Picks and
els, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks. Dried Fruits,
fornia and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Farinaceous
Vegetables,

y.

anti-Hac-

oa

-

y,

ed

Goods. Navajo Blankets.

Imported and

To-da-

V

Domestic Groceries

Bain Wagons.

f

life-wor-

air-sh-
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Out Door .'"Roses

Hardy
Climbing Roses

Climbing Vines

--

Notrcijblato

twt

Plants

It is

We Offer for This Week

Ladies' Dress Skirts

iKirt
Skirts
Skirts

Ladies Shirt Waists

$1.90

02.90
:3.
4i40

Men's Fancy Bosom
With
Cuffs
Worth $1.25 for

h

l;:i

u

tu.

.orTio.

TIJE-DAH- A'

The People's Paper.
in lh
KW Um Dai the Fiooit
CL1MATK

WOULD

Luck got stranded
at St. Louis and bad to be helpod out
by tho I'rovlUont Association.
A fumlly named

the pulpit

not getting ready to
rush orders for Mrs. Stanton's "Women's Bible," which la to1 be completed
next month.
Is

The police are looking for a glossy
stranger, who, while pretending to sell
starch sold bogus drafts In every town
between St. Paul and Seattle. Beware
of starch agents who de3lro accommo'
'
dations.
The "gold :brick' dealers are starting In this spring In fine style. Salts
have already, been made In Ohio, Indiana and ' Missouri,'- flMt one . man
In Macftn, Qa has paid $11,800 for two,
tho actual value of which Is what they
will bring for tcrap brass.- - This country Is still ' a great field for the fool
'
killer.
The savlng3 bank at Radcllffe, Iowa,
has troubles of Its own and Us late
cashier Is now basking In the cool retreats of some far away kingdom with
$15,000 of the- depositors' funds. His
wife Is in the Independence insane
asylum and a family of small children
are objects of charity. What a sad
picture Is this! The Chinese penalties for crooked bankers would come
pretty hear fitting the former resident
of Radcliffe.
-

-

A few months ago a fine dog bolong-- .
A.
of Chicago was
The owner made a great fuss
missing.
about it, hounding the polico day and
ft. w nignt
in his effort to get them to find it.
On May 2 Luetgert's
wife was also
missing, and Instead of notifying the
police, or showing much concern, he
'

tag to

SCIENTIFIC r(7TNTEliS.
CURRENT, NOTES OP DISCOVERY AND INVENTION.
Making Brick from Baud Tree Growl
In m Tomb A Balloon Life Boat; Has
Been
Invented
Tejtlng
Lately
J
Cement,

lti

but'fjefauBe
not affected by tho on.
tlsoptlcg used. It Is coming rapidly Into uae for bicycle parts. DeutUts tiro
It for plates for falBO teeth, and It Las
boon used to replace a broken Jaw,
One of its latest uses Is for lithographic plates Instead of stones, cheapening the process. In eleotrlcal apparatus it la useful on account of its nonmagnetic quality. In Europe it is being used to reduce the weight of mili-

FOR WOMAN AND HOME
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MAIDS
AND MATRONS,
Summer

Onw

Hint.

.

Uown Traveling
Dnu for a Young Girl New Mode In
Dreea Trlmiuluffft Some
Household

tary accouterments, canteens, buttons,

bolt plates and the like being made of
it.
The anticipated output In 1898 la
process,
i
tons.
bricks are to be 2,000 tons, and in 1900, 10,000
made from K.n.nd.
V"4
The
materials,
, Telling Cement.
which are mainly
The Boston School of Technology la
powdered stone and
becoming noted for Its valuablo reBand, are held tosearches in the line of testing the tengether by a prepar- sile
strength of various articles. One
ation which acts as
a bond during the of the latest tests Is that of cemont,
a machine conwhich is
annealing process, structed performedforbythis purpose. The
expressly
which is conducted
under a very high temperature. Vari- cement which undergoes the test is
ous advantage are claimed for these prepared and put into moulds, which
The
new bricks. They are much stronger, give a casting. one Inch square.
so arranged
are
of
ends
this
casting
a
as
having crushing strength of
high
tho attachas forty-fiv- e
thousand pounds to the that they fit into sockets, and screws
to
fixed
ments
gearing
being
square inch, a cost of about three-fifth- s
'of ordinary brick, much less time re- by meanB of which the pull is made.
to do
quired in their manufacture, and a Time and strength have much U
The
power
snpt
with
the
breakage.
reduction
in
great
the quantity of fuel
needed in their burning. With these plied gradually, and at the rate of 400
or
advantages, there are likely to be brick pounds per minute. The pullrunsweight
along
yards springing up wherever there is Is applied by a wheel, whichconnected
to
a demand for first class building ma- the weighing beam, and is
terials that can be furnished at a rea- a small slide running along an upper
Tho scale of
sonable price. Brick and stone houses beam, which is fixed.
are by many persons liked better than weights on this beim shows the umount
One
wood; but brick and stone are more of power which is brought to bear.
Is the
machine
of
this
of
features
the
expensive, and, therefore, out of the
reach of the many who would prefer smoothness and ease with which it is
them. If sand can be made into bricks controlled. The weight can be shifta great building problem Is solved in ed without any perceptible Jar of the
a manner eminently satisfactory.
machinery.
Bricks from Rand,
lie
I

SI

'"

Cloth

The KIm In Court.

lies of the same stuff has two set 16V
gcther about the hem. a thlrtl ons
above them curving up at the front
WORK OF THE
DANGEROUS
and meeting at the wulntllne, thus givSTATE'S MOUNTED POLICE.
ing a decided oversklrt effect. This
last ruffle appears to continue up the
bodice and about the neck at base of
g
A Head-lea- s
Btory
the choker, a second ruffle trimming Startling,
Itlooii
Spuutlug
Corpse,
the bodice brctelle fashion and formBituad of Intrepid Boitttera to Seek
ing a narrow epaulette at the top of
safety In the Hrush.
the urn;' 11 glgot sleeves. A narrow velvet ribbon abour the waist ties with a
bow and long ends In front.
(Special Letter.)

'HllriEXAS HANGERS.

Illuo(t-Currilln-

LAW1KK met
pretty Minn
Impromptu Cmy Corner,
W hlle he wai walk
V
There was uot a single inviting nook
out one day,
J1 tJ
ing
And Htole from her or artistically "possible" corner In the
a honeyed kln
i
Which was not room. It was altogether an uninterJust the proper esting oblong room, with a door at one
way.
end, two windows on the opposite side
and a dreary stretch of wall between.
of
case
a
once
At
tort was brought Moreover, It was a room with a bleak
Which legal rules northern exposure, which seldom had
could not deny; sunshine enough to atone for its bad
The lawyer he'd no
form. But Its owner did not despair.
Justice sought
At a trifling cost she had the carpenter
Go frail a suit as that to try.
place a shelf a foot wide six feet from
court.
The action, when It f?ot In
the floor from the edge of the door
Met, with a jury lenient,
around the corner and down six feet
And many a quillet and retort
Day after day on It was spent.
of the long, uninteresting wall. Then
The lawyer claimed no maiden should the shelf stopped abruptly, but that
Bo much rare loveliness display;
there might seem to be method in Its
A kiss like this he understood
pause Its owner placed a small bookWas flotsam on. the state's highway. case
there. A cot bed costing $4, with
'
and mattress, was placed
The maiden said her rosy lips
springs
No caspment were for him to use.
wall under the shelf. Pomp-eila- n
the
agalaet
eclipse
Though thoy all others might abstruse.
was fastened to the
red
burlap
was
somewhat
answer
Ills
A '
wall beneath the shelf all the way
And thus prcgressed the argument
around. The bed was stained a clear
Concerning kisser and klssee,
oak color. The cot bed was converted
When to the Jury It was sent,
Who failed entirely to agree.
into a divan by the aid of a Bagdad
cover
and a pile of cushions of rich,
But, sent Into their room again.
At the corner of
They gave their voice to the defense; warm, bright bues.
And found the girl In fault, for plain
the shelf, where it turned, a bed lan"Contributory negligence."
tern in a wrought-iro- n
casing, swung
Joel Benton.
v

''WW

said little or nothing about her strange
disappearance. This marked contrast
In Luetgert's conduct made the police
suspicious, and now they have disclosed
what appears to be a horrible murder,
Is fast behind the bars.
It is the little things in a man's conduct that tells.

It i Is said that the good roads committee of Massachusetts has struck
upon a very novel but effective manner- of promoting its work. Instead of
using the money at its disposal to
make continuous stretches of good
reads as far as the money held out,
It has alternated good roads with bad,
each being one mile in extent. Thus,
the',. driver hauling a heavy load-- to
market, spins merrily along for a mile
overj an admirable road, and then
strikes a mile of muck and mire.' This
makes him swear, of course, and when
he finally gets through. Jt tot the next
mile of good road, he appreciates it all
the more. The committee claims by
this method it can more easily and
rapidly arouse a general interest In
road lmprovem ent.
,

;

amount. 'This statement suggested a
rcotlve for the murder which had hitherto been incomprehensible.' Future
civilization may emphasize the fact
that to offer temptation is as culpable
as the crime it incites. The man who
needlessly openj rolls of money in public places; the woman who displays
valuable jewels in street cars; 'the
merchant who thoughtlessly gives .his
young clerk tempting- opportunities for
peculation; the housekeeper who trusts
without "oversight all accounts to her
cook, are not themselves wholly inno- wait when moral degeneration or a
blasted character is the result. Ostentation,'' indolence; too great leniency
open the downward path for natures
that are unwary or perverse.

The London Economist says: "In the
of

a report to the Foreign

'

,

:

A witness in a murder case In Indiana: recently testified that the evening
before the. tragedy, he .dined with the
vie'tjm Bnd the latter, on' paying the
'
wal.ter, drew a fiveidollar bill from
a large roll containing .fifty times that

course

MzJir

Office

on The trade of the consular district of
Barcelona, Mr. Consul Wyndham calls
attention to the serious effect which
the colonial rebellions have exercised
on' some of ths local industries. His,
remarks are as follows: 'The rebellions in Cuba and Manila, which have

Balloon Lifeboats.

An ingenious combinatloji.Qf.baJlpon
and liferent has t5e1T,"n vented.
It
promises to rob shipwrecks of the future of their terrors.
The buoyancy
of a balloon, it Is believed, will render
a boat even In the most severe storms
The balloon
absolutely unsinkable.
lifeboats have been tested in the presence of naval experts with very gratifying resultB. It was found that a boat.
s,
even when filled with water to the
was prevented hy the Immense
lifting power of the balloon from either
.
sinking or upsetting.
It requires much less buoyancy to
support a body than is commonly sup
A quart of air, or pbout as
posed.
much as a tomato can will hold, is
sufficient to keep a heavy body above
the surface of the water A small balloon will.therefore, be powerful enough
to float a boat easily, no matter how
crowded or waterlogged she may be.
The new balloon lifeboat Is constructed with cylinders filled with compressed air. These are carried In compartments of the lifeboat, and are used
to inflate the balloon. The balloon is
harnessed by cords to the boat, and
joined to the air tanks by flexible connections. This makes it possible to
inflate the balloon from the boat at an
instant's notice. The supply of air is,
therefore, always' available, no matter
what may. be the condition of other
' ',
parts of the
One of the most important advantages urged for the new boat is that
with the balloon connection sails or
oars will not be necessary. The balloon will obviously act as a great sail,
and this motive power will be strong
enough,, no matter how overcrowded
the boat may be. Still another advantage is the fact that the balloon will
act as a great signaj, and will be plainly visible for manyilles.
gun-wale-
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there was something still more atria,
In front of ths
f
lug and
ranger. The headless trunk of the out-lndid not full from the flying horse.
The blood was spurting hluh into the
air from the artsv'.es of the neck, but
the body sat la the saddle with arms
and legs clinging to the animal and
looking as rigid as if they were made
of iron. A dozen or more rangers who
were riding the range hud hears the
firing and they were riding In a gallop
to the ranger's assistance from an opposite direction. As they rode oyer a
low ridge the first thlnn they saw was
the headless outlaw, not twenty steps
away, and coming towards them as if
the horse's feet were hardly touching
the earth. Not one lacked courage.
They had proved that In a dozen 'battles, but they had. already began to
retreat Into the bush, too much terrified to open their mouths, when the
headless body of the outlaw dropped
from the saddle and struck the sand
like a lop of wood. The body had clung
to the saddle for 200 yards. The ranchers corroborated the story of the ranger, and they say that the arms and
legs of the dead man were like pieces
of iron. The limbs were so firm and
rigid that it would hav6 been Impossible to have bent them in any direction without breaking them.
The Texas rangers are brave men.
It is doubtful whether there Is another
military organization on earth that
endures so many hardships and faces
so many dangers. Old soldiers familiar with campaigning say they would
rather serve in the ranks of any army
in Europe during actual war than to be
a Texas ranger. Watchful and grave
enough while riding through the cactus, the moment that they get out on
the plains where they can look about
them they are ready to tell a story or
,
sing a song.
blood-cunilliii-

w
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Study of Mexican Aborigines,
Dr. Carl Lumholtz, a Norwegian explorer, who has been in Mexico for the

last three years in the interest of the
American Museum of Natural History,
has returned to New York with much
valuable Information, pictures and curios. Dr. Lumholtz left New York In
May, 1894,; going to the city of Mexico
where he saw President Diaz and obtained proper credentials. He then
started on a three years' journey on
horse and muleback, visiting the most
inaccessible and least known of the
tribes. From Chihuahua he went westward into the land of the cave dwellers

)
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TEXAS RANGERS

1

READY

TO

TAKE THE TRAIL.

ence oti the border is accounted for by and there followed the Sierra Madre
tho fact that the country for a con del Norte to the end. His chief object,
siderable distance on both sides of the he says, was to study the history of
Rio Grande is the hiding place ftr des- the aboriginal stock of Mexico. "These
perados, outlaws and cattle- tMoves. Mexican tribes," he says, "as a rule
Scaicely a day passes that the service have been advancing in intelligence.but
of these armed men is not sought by in some directions there has been a decattlemen, ranchers or some traveler generation. The Juchieoles, in the
who hab suffered the loss of property north of Jalisco, which le a rough, in- -'
at the hands of the desperate charac accessible country that is little known,
ters who lnfe3t the mesqulte thickets are almost in their primitive wildness.
and cacticovered hills of the plains,
they can't be driven into towns nnd
A stout ranger tells a story of a
their
ancient customs.
prfeserve
recent battle with a desperate outlaw Through work of the missionaries these
that presents features of such a start people are nearly all nominally Roman
ling and horrible character that the Catholics, but only nominally. They
bare recital of the cold facts taxes the never
give up their original religious
credulity of one not familiar with ralth, though they willingly accept
the
scenes upon a field of carnage. Those new. Now the natural
religion of all
who remember the headless rider that
these peiiple is an unlimited pantheism.
dashed about over the battlefield of

rjefcX.
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Summer Grass Cloth Gown.
by a chain a foot long, made a spot of
A striped grass cloth dress, with brilliant color. The long expanse, of
small embroidered figures, was ordered wall and the dreary color scheme of
by Miss Virginia Fair for the season at the room were successfully and easily
When completed it will be overcome. In another room,, where a
Newport,
sent there to await her coming. This cozy lounging place wa3 desired, the
is a method much adopted by fashionlong couch was supplemented by a
able women who do not want to pack short one placed at its head at right
so many trunks for the summer. The angles to it. Across the top made by
modistes are ordered to send their the two a narrow board hack was nailgowns directly to their summer destied, and to this was sewed a high piece
nation. The skirt is plain about the of fretwork, stained forest green. At
hips and plaited at the back. Around the top of this fretwork, on a slender
n
the foot it. has a broad band of
brass rod, hung a silk curtain of dull
taffeta, lighter than the ground- turquoise blue. The couch was covered
is
a
.waist
sage with green denim and piled high with
work of the skirt. The
cushions in blue and green. In the
angle formed by the joining of the two
couches a small wicker table stood,
it was painted green. On its top stood
a
tea set of turquoise blue,
while its lower shelf was devoted to
'
literature and a work-bask-

'

'
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Gown--

HE Texas rangers
form a military organization peculiar
to the Lone Star
State. From the
beginning it has
been their business
to range over the
frontier and hunt
thieves and outlaws
and fight bands of
hostile Indians.
They were organized soon after Mexico
had defected the armies of Mexico.
Long before the war of the Rebellion
the rangers had distinguished themselves In many battles with the
and other wild Indians, and
won the approbation of the government
for their courage and vigilance in
the frontier settlements.
After the terrible Comanches and
other wild tribes had been conquered
and forced to settle on reservations,
the service of large bodies of rangers
was no longer required by the state.
At this time there are only o few companies of rangers In the field. Doubtless Captain Brooks' company, with
headquarter at Cotulla, is not only
the most conspicuous organization in
the service but one from which the
most is expected. This company is engaged in protecting and guarding the
Rio Grande border. They are all young
men
selected
for their physical
in
strength, courage and proficiency
horsemanship. They furnish their own
hcrses and part of their equipment and
receive for their dangerous work and
constant vigilance $30 per month. Every man is mounted upon a superior
horse, and armed with a Winchester
and the best revolver that can be procured from the arsenals of the country.
Their best hordes are of the mustang
breed, and tald to be descendants of
the beautiful ponies of the Comanches.
It is said that no other breed of horses
cn earth possesses such speed, combined with such remarkable endurance
as these admirable little animals. This
company lives In camp, and their pres- -
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continued throughout the year, have
to'-- a
great extent paralysed the
qf Catalonia, 'as it Is a manuWeill a Barometer.
facturing rather1 than agricultural disFacts were presented at a recent
trict, and ,the largest part of the manur meeting of the Science club of the uni
fafituredgoods found-- market in the versity of Wisconsin which vtend to
show that the surface of the ground
Spanish colonies now nearly completely; closed to them. Everywhere In Ca- water in a well is much more respontalonia mills have been closed, or sive to atmospheric changes than is
worked short time, and with diminthe, barometer; and in stormy weather,
ished numbers of hands. As an examaccording to Prof. F. H. KIng"the
ple, ; take the town of Mataro, one of movements of the water surface are so.
the" principal manufacturing places of complex and so short a period that a
the district. ..Jljffi we find out of eight rapidly moving chronograph is refactories making ,otton' goods five only quired to separate" them." ; So, too,
d
the rate of discharge of water from
are working, and these with only
of their complement of workmen, springs changes very greatly with va
and on an average only four days In riations in the pressure of the atmos-- .
the" veek. "
phere. These facts suggest the scientific reasons for the use, which has
sometimes been made in popular weaPeople at the navy yard at Portsalther lore, of springs and wells in preN.
claim
the
$3,000
H..
that
mouth,
lowed by congress will not even make dicting storms.
the old frigate Constitution water tight
Aluminum In the Arts.
and that. $80,000 would not fit her for
sea People at the Portsmouth navy . The use of aluminum in tho arts dees
not
in proportion to the reduction
yard do not wish her to leave It, .either tn grow
the cost of the material. A few yefirs
for BoBton or Washington.'
ago the price of the metal was from
Last Sunday five men sat, in .one pew $10. to $15 a pounds. It is now sold at
In the! church of the bivlnfc Paternity , from 31 to 32 cents a pound. At that
New York, whose, combined
age price it is now cheaper than copper or
amounted tq 1? years, an 'average of brass for the same purpose, because for
nearly 84 years; The youngest of the a: given strength the weight Is much
less. The consumption of these metals
five was 72 years of age.
in 1896 was: Copper,156,000 tons; brass,
Ella Ewin's',' ut Missouri,' who has 60,000 tons; aluminum,' 650 tons. The
been starring th dime museums for producers of aluminum in order to
the passt ten years as the tallest girl, make a market for the metal have been
on eartln is one of the attractions of obliged to discover nearly all of its
BarnHm's circus this season. Accord-n- g uses, Invent jnethods o'f 'handling it,
to the advertisement, Ella Is now and build the works for turning out
about as all as a telegraph pole, and the finished product. Thus far it has
displaced nickel In the arts, and
,' nearly
just about as shapely
it bids fair to eventually digplaco brats
"
hnrn
"Senator"! efifMt bf'Iowa !s all right, for nw)9t purposes, except
a bent of over 300 dfgTccs.
'Indeed, it does one good to read of suciv
,an honest man. The senator refused to H Is largely used for cooking titensils,
s.
draw tits salary becaime he had bvn and keeps bright. It is used in
pirn! for toe liondit'3 of
to I'.itfii'i Lisa Icij'inhH sve
v.!,m'o!
rgical
'i
jriO'ii'Uii'. net o;i'y for !U
com-rrier-

about four miles from Worcester. Its
proudest feature is' the little church
which has been standing nobody knows
how long, but which was carefully restored In 1865. Its second lease of life,
therefore, dates back earlier than the
birth of many a venerated sanctuary.
In this church there is a monument,
built of solid stone and curiously
carved, erected to the memory of Sir
Edmund Wylde, who died in 1620, at
the age of 32. The recumbent figure of
the knight lies under a stone canopy,
supported by two small fluted pillars.
His bands are folded on his breast.

'
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Tree Grows from a Tomb.
The little parish of Kempsey Is one of
the most picturesque in England. It is
situated on the banks of the Severn,

1

t'll

;

sage-gree-

with his sword between them, und his
helmet is by his side. The inscription
above him tells that "he was solemnly here interred with great lamentation," also; that he was "thought worthy the honour to be High Sheriff of
.
this county."
.Many years ago the village schoolchildren used to sit on benches in the
chancel and play with horse chestnuts.
One day a nut fell in a crevice behind
the tomb and chanced to strike soil
fertile enough to cause it to sprout.
Year by year it lias grown, until now it
is a full grown tree, casting its shade
over the form of the stone knight.
The mystery of its living and thriving have never been solved.
The Kalser'e 23,370 Head or Game.
All the princes of the world are addicted to hunting, and few have been
more successful in their day than; tii
present kaiser of Germany, whose record up to last May is as follows:

tete-a-te-

Woerth during the Franco-Germa- n
war, will douotless read the ranger's
strange story- with more interest than
others. This ranger ; suddenly rode
within earshot of the man he wanted,
and he called to him to surrender.' The
outlaw replied with a rifle shot, accom
panying the echo of the firearm with
a' laugh and the words, "The guard
dies; it never surrenders." "Ah, you
have been reading Victor Hugo while
hiding In the bush," muttered the ran-

te
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Travellng Dress for a Girl. ( '
A simple traveling' gown for a girl
of 1,2 Is made of rough dark green
serge. The skirt is a moderate godet,
with the fullness carried up to the back
in flat plaits. The waist is a loose;
dartless blouse with the fullness confined by a narrow tan suede belt; and
the short basques are slashed to show
.

RANGERS
green, with a bolero effect 'In pale sage
cloth, braided in black. 'The sleeves
are of the grass cloth, and there is a
Mack ribbon collar and a black belt.
A very broad brimmed sailor hat is to
be worn with this. It is white, faced
n
with
silk and trimmed with
a band of black ribbon. Different vests
can be worn .with this. , Little, sleeveless waists of china silk, washable, are
very nice for wear with a bolero."

Two aurochs, or European bison. 7
elk, 738 red stags, 58 redbirds, 957
fallow bucks, 41 'fallow does, 3 reindeer, 1524 large wild boars, 181 small
boars, 121 thamois, 469 roebucks, 11.- 466 hares, ,638 rabbits, 1 whale, 37 capercailzie cocks, 4, black cocks, 7,387
New Mode In Trimmings.,.'
pheasants, 407 partridges, 2 woodcocks,
Skirts
and bodices are trimmed ;with
3
17.
wild ducks,
foxes, and 698
bears,
herons and cormorants. This list, how a lattice work of lace insertions or of
ever,' does not Include all the evidences ribbon badds, arranged in Vandykes
of the emperor's prowess, for there ter in squares, the skirt plaited or fitted
as one prefers. And frills of cashmere
must be added to it 653 head of differtrim a cashmere skirt in festoons
ent sorts. Altogether the German embreadths only, these In
peror la responsible, therefore, lor the across the side
clusters of two just below the hips and,
death of 25,376 head of game.
just above the hem, bows of ribbon
ending them on each side of- the front
Onto It.
breadths, and on each side of the back
Mrs. Van Dyke (aa Van Dyke ap
fullness. This arrangement on a prin3
a.
at
"Where
have you cess frock "is gracefeiUy repeated on the
m.)
pears
bouic ly .ff'tooiiliig two rviilis acrouia
"
Van Dyke "I er
the bust from choirs on each side, the
Mrs. Van Dyke "Now be careful
ruffles contluulng higher up over the
William.
Don't
yon
Bay,
think
il.it
fhouWers to form epauMfes over the
you run throw ro off the Brent," BosAnother cafhmore m,w1
.!e,n
ton Urri'l
"fy trtmurd with nnrrow ruE- sage-g'-ee-

.;

IN CAMP.

;

ger to himself. The ranger opened fire
with" hi3 Winchester, but his horse
was almost flying ' over the rough
ground and he failed to put a bullet
feither in the body of the thief or failed
to fire. A dozen bullets whistled about

the ranger's head, but fortunately not
It soon became evident to both parties that each one had
emptied his weapons. The ranger, by
tbe merest accident, had &t his belt an
old Mexican sword. It was a long,
straight blade, as sharp as a razor and
resembling a monster bowie knife more
: than anything else,, The ranger had
been asked to carry it to Rio Grande
'
City and deliver lf.to a friend from
whom it had been borrowed. He was
almost at the heels of the outlaw's
horse, and happening to think of the
old "sword he drew it from the scabbard and,'
it over his head,
a facing of tan taffeta. The waist 1ft' once more swinging
he called to the outlaw to
It
affair
worn
be
loose
a
that may
such
surrender, but the desperate man reas a jacket over a blouse of pongee,
plied by driving the steel into the
or by inserting a V of the tan 'broad- flanks
of his horse. The
blade
cloth that the revers and .'.cuffs .are fl;ih(1 through thft air ardbright
struck the
e simple outlaw on the back or iha neck. It
isr.de cf H may 'be worn
bodice. The hat with' this "Vttia. suit was a mnster
stroke, the result of
is of dar't green rough straw, with an which astonished the ranger. The head
enormous bow of bins and green plaid of the outlaw spun
through the air and
taffeta at the front and a narrow band fell Into a bunch of cactus. That of
of dark blue velvet around the crown. itself was
horrible, but
sufficiently
one struck him.

J
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Witchcray; controls them in all things.
The universe is peopled with gods
They are very much alike1. To
know one tribe is to know all the rest."

Robert the Bruce.
Art has lent no aid to the imagination in its aftempt to realize the
outward appearance of Robert the
Bruce, his- companion in arms, or his
enemies, for the ruder portraits on his
coins can hardly be.regarded as serious
Neither statues , nor pictportraits
ures have presented their lineaments,
and all that is knowmof the King of
Scots is contained in the following
brief passage in the "Historia Majoris
Britanniae": "His figure was graceful
and athletic, with broad shoulders; his
features . were handsome; he had the
yellow hair of the northern race, with
blue and sparkling eyes. His intellect
was quick, arid he had the gift of fluent
speech in the vernacular delightful to
listen to." Supposing the remains exhumed at ' Dunfermline in ' the early
part of the present century
been King Robert's, which is far from
Improbable, he must ' have Btood about
six feet high.
...

Cocoanut

Butter.

The manufacture of butter from rn- coanut milk at Amilly, in France, has
recently attracted considerable : atten
tion from French scientific journals. It
is asserted that chemlcil analvsia
shows that coacoanut butter, when
properly made, is an excellent article
of diet. The price is cheap, and "Amilly butter" is not only sold in France,
but is exported to Germany.
Where Sis ers Dress Alike.

In Yucatan, Central America, country
sisters dress precisely alike, even to
the tying of a bow. the turn of a butIn the
ton, or tho flower in the hair.
tropics large families are tho rule, and
any day you may see in that country
girls in groups of from three to a bakers dozen who belong to the same family, as their clothes will show.
Living at tlreat Altitude.
Rupshu, a district on the north sleoe
. 1, tTltv.-.l- . ....... f r
level, and surrounded hy mountains
from 3,000 to 5,000 feet h'gher,.' 1ms a
permanent population of 600 perrons,
who live in goat hair tents all Vae ) w,r
round.

.

EXTll AGItDI NARY
NERVOUSNESS.
Illlmlfoltled, Could Count Every Ream
WhtD Walking AvroM a Carpet.
Prom Ilia

IT IS EASILY

DONE.

RAILWAY
UNDERGROUND
SIMPLE PROBLEM,

A

Sedalla, Mo.

Capital,
a Few Fast and
There is probably no ono bettor known In Italia the Street I.nvel
Build the Tracks Helow the Hurtava
S'odallu, espeolully among the members of
ho First baptist Church, than Mrs. Mollis
No Tunneling Is Necessary
Like a
K Uoe, the wlfo of Mr. Koo, the uursery-n- i
Q
Coverall Dlteb.
Is
known
better
and
among
nothing
an,
the Judy 'a acquaintances, than that for the
NE of the finest
pust four years aha has been a physical
wreck from locomotor ataxia, in its severest
and most common
form. That she has recently recovered hor
dlous
railways in
Iff Xy f iV'S
health, Btrength and normal locomotion has
the world 1b now In
been made apparent by her being seon frea
quently on the streets and In church, and
operation In Budamis fuot induced a roprosenmtivo of the
pest, la Hungary.
Koo
on
to enquire into
Ma.
Capital to call
It is known as tho
tho circumstances of hor lemarkublo recovFranz Josef Elecery. Mrs. Koo was seen at hor house at the
corner of Ohio Avenue and Twonty-fourttrical Underground
seemod
too
to
and
the
only
glad give
Street,
Railroad, and it
following history of her case (or publication :
Four years ago," she said, I was atruns from the heart
a
disease
which
with
tacked
the physicians
of the capital to
diagnosed as locomotor ataxia, and 1 was
speedily reduced to a more wreck. 1 had no the suburbs. For many years the peocontrol of my muscles, and could not lilt the ple of Budapest have been anxious to
least thing. My Hash disuppeuied, until my
beautiful
bones almost pierced my skin. The sense of have a railroad through
touch became so exquisitely sensitive, that I
street, but, for apparently valid
believe I could by walking ovor the softest reasons, the Minister of the Interior
carpet blind folded, huvo counted every soum, persistently refused to give his conso it may be imagined how 1 felt when trysent to, any such project. The original
ing to move my unconirollublo limbs.
" The most eminent physicians were conproposition was that a horse railroad
sulted, but they gave ine no relief, and I should be constructed, but. the Minister
was without hope, and would have prayed
for death but for tho thought of leaving my promptly vetoed it. His argument
little children. Ail thought, of reoovory was that Andrassy street was mainly
had gone, and It was only looked upon as a used as a public
promenade, and that
question of time by my husband and my its
beauty and usefulness would be
friends when my troubles would end in tho
lessened by the introduction of a
grave.
"Ono day while in this condition, I re- horse railroad.
,
ceived a newspaper from some friends in
Five years later In 1887 the proDenver, with a news item marked, und while
reudiug it my eyes fell upon uu account of ject of an electric street railroad with
a remurkublo cure of locomotor atuxia, by an underground current was broached,
the uso of Dr. Williams' Pink fills lor lJule but when the Minister who was then
People, and tho ease as described wu exactto my own. I at onco made up my in office heard of it he refused to sancly similar
mind to try tho remedy, und begun accordtion It, and on the same grounds as
to
ing directions to take the pills. The first
box hud not gone when 1 experienced a his predecessor.
Finally the project of an undermarked improvement, and as 1 continued I
electric railroad came to the
grew hotter and better, until 1 was totally
ground
cured. I took about lour boxes in all, und
after some delay, the neand,
front,
after two years of the most bitter suffering
was as woil us I ever was. Not only my cessary consent of the authorities was
feelings but my appearance underwent a secured. According to this new plan
change. I gained tlesh, und though now a road was to be constructed beginning
forty-thro- e
years old, I feci like a young
Gisella platz and thence passing
girl. You can say that Mrs. Hoe owes her at the
recovory to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, und under the Waltzner boulevard and Anthat she knows that there is nothing in tho drassy street to the Stadtwaldehen.
world like them.
The greatest thoroughfares In the city
Moi.i.ik E. Rob."
(Signed)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this would thus be threaded, or, rather, un24th day of August, 1SU0.
dermined, and a ready means of tranGeoiios B. Dest, Notary Public.
would be secured from one import- sit
Pettis Co., Mo.
seal.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills contain, in a condensed form, all the elements necessary to
give new lifo and richness lo ihe blood and
restore shattered nervos. They are also a
specincfor troubles peculiar to females, such
as suppressions, irregularities and all forms
of weakness. They build up the blood, and
restore the glow of health to pale and
sallow cheeks. In men they effect a radical
cure in all cases arising from mental worry,
or excesses of whatover nature.
Pink Pills are sold in boxes (never in loose
bulk) at 50 cents a box or six boxes for
and may be had of all druirgists.or direct by
mail from Dr. Williams' Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. V.

,
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"The Hardrash girls hnvc relinquished
their ambition to lie society lenders." "Tired
of it already?" "No. but they couldn't get
their fntlier and mother to say 'eytlier' and
ueythor.' "

COMPETITION.
Piatt Makes Some Novel
Points for Railways.
By Senator 0. H. Piatt: Competition
in railroad transportation differs from
every other kind of competition in the
world. I do not eay that it is not to be
judged by the same legal rule, but I
say in essence and in character it is
different from competition in any other business. In the first place, it Is
not competition in trade. The railroad
buys nothing of the producer; it sells
nothing to the consumer. It simply
carries it distributes; that is all. Contracts in restraint of trade may operate the same with reference to contracts between common carriers as
between merchants; but the two kinds
of business differ in character. It differs from every other business, because
whatever the result of the- competition
and the rivalry the railroad stays.
Is a grea. advocate of the doctrine that competition is the life of
trade; but he writes from a banker's
standpoint. In banking, cipital i3 circulatory. If competition drives it. out
of the banking business it may go into
the manufacturing business. But the
railroad stays whatever the result of
competition.
If "competition and the survival of
the fittest" means the physical removal
of fhe weakest, the pretended law is
inapplicable, for you cannot remove
the railroad. When its iron rails lire
laid down from point to.'polnt, there
It stays; and however many companies
may be bankrupted by competition,
there stands another company ready to
take its place and to be bankrupted in
turn. It is not so on the highways.
It is not so on the water-way- s.
If two
Tival coach proprietors disagree and
one is bankrupted, the coaches can go
elsewhere and; run on. other roads. If
rival steamboat lines disagree and by
'
competition one is bankrupted, the
boats can go elsewhere. The. world is
full of free highways, but the railroad
is not a free highway.
Senator

O. II.

She Took Him for Worse.
Yesterday afternoon a local church was Ihe
cene of a wedding uud also of one of the
funniest Indlrents that ever occurred iluivng
the performance of that solemn ceremony.
The bride and grown were Ioth natives of
aunny Italy, or sunny somewhere else. The
.minister to officiate had but short notice, and
consequently no "rehearsals" of tile Important and Impressive performance could be
Indulged In. He did find time to inform the
contracting parties, however, that when he
asked them questions they must answer, ami
on this Information
the funny Incident
liinged. for wlien th" blushing and dusky
luide bride was Interrogated. "Do you take
this mm for better or (or worse?" she blandly answered "Worse."
The mistake was to much for the groom,
who guffawed In a lord tone, the merriment
flie family of the bride
spreading through
and among the few auditors present, until
one
in.
The bride, blushing but
joined
'very
a moment before, did not see anything funny about the matter, and proceeded to burst
Into tears. These were finally dried and the
was concluded. Port Townscnd
ceremony
Call.
' A Btont llackbone.
t
essential to physical health as to poFor weakness of the
litical consistency.
back, rheumatism, nnd disorders of the kidneys, the tonic and dietetic action of Hosteller's Stomach Hitlers Is the one thing
needful. . The stomach Is the mainstay of
every other organ, and by Invigorating the
digestion with this preparation, the spinal
column, and all Its dependencies, are sympaThe dyspeptic and
thetically strengthened.
bilious will mid It a pure vegetable stimulant and Ionic.
"Are you ready
for thp hot weather.
Mrs. Nobbs?" "No; I haven't hid the thermometers yet."
union il tin r roNini ki.y t i nt:n.
Ts ns

Home Troiilmciil. Written pnorimlee fflvn no
curt, ro my. .Si.int 1i Htiililii for tr:U in. NenntUfio
AltNlicine t.'o.. HoiiipIUvIiIk. N. V. Alt'iillon tlila paper.

"It Is easier to deal wlfh current literature
now than when fewer Ivonks were written."
"Hiiw do you make that out?" "So many
bonks appear now that no one is expected tJ
read them all."
Frtorar.a Tonr novels Vith Casovets.

t.'anely 1'at.hart.lc, euro constipation forever
It C. C. C. full, druggists refund mouey.

lOo,

STATION

per cent botweenn the thirtieth and
the fortieth year, three per cent between the fortloth and the fiftieth
year, four per cent between tho fiftieth
an.d the Blxtieth year and five per cent
thereafter. Furthermore, it Is enacted
years
that during the flrit twenty-fly- e
of the concession no other line shall be
built from the interior ot the city to
the suburbs.

TAKING JUAN NELSON.
(By Emma M. Visa,)
was a lung
i j l Kilt
lano leading from
the highway back
to Juan Nelson's
hoiiHH.
It wua a

narrow, snow-bo- spnnKieu ruuu mni
stretched
away
"
THE DIANA VAUGHN HUMBUG.
while the tortuous
between the bleak,
A Scandal Which Interests Many Coundenuded woods that
tries Gigantic Hoax.
lined, it on either
A scandal which Interests many
tide. countries was revealed in Paris reWhen the sheriff turned into the pricently. A man named Leo Tax 11, by' vate thoroughfare he began to review
birth a Marseillats, has for a long the directions that had been given him
time been puffing a woman named at the postofflce: i"Follow the lane and
Diana Vaughan, who he declared was you'll find a barn at the other end.
the secret head of the freemasons, Back of the barn there's another short
who were alleged, in America at least, wagon track leading down into a holto be devoted to the worship of Satan, low. In that hollow there is a house,
says the London Spectator. She herand in that house you'll find Juan Nelself, under the auspices of Gen. Pike, son."
an old and respected American mason,
He repeated those Instructions over
was married to Asmodeus, a devil of and over again to the accompaniment
of i the clatter of the horse's hoofs
high rank. This rubbish found belief among some clerical and ignorant against the clods of frozen earth and
catholics, Leo Taxll was received in the creaking of the buggy which
audience by the pope and the greatest lunged In and out of the deep ruts and
Interest was manifested in Diana wheel tracks. The snow had been sifting down lightly at Intervals throughVaughan, who was represented as sincerely repentant and a convert to out the morning, but along toward
litCatholicism, and to whom Cardinal noon the weather had moderated a
clouds gave
Parocchlo, a candidate for the papacy, tle and the
which had
actually wrote a letter of sympathy. promise of.ina heavy storm,
by the time the sheriff
Taxll has now matfe a public speech in fairly set
were
Paris, in which, in the presence of reached the barn. There at that high
end
many priests, be confessed that the bars impeding hisheprogress
grumbled fretfully
whole story was a gigantic hoax got of the lane, and
when he got out into the snow to let
up by hlra out of sheer love of mystidown. He led his horse through
them
a
Diana
typefication,
Vaughan being
the
barn
yard to where the cattle were
knew
who
writer of his acquaintance
close
huddled
together in an open shed
nothing of Gen. Pike or Asmodeus
headed him into a second lane that
and
either. The auditors were very much ran down to the hollow. It was only a
inclined to lynch M. Taxll, who had short distance down the slope to the
to be protected by the police, and
single house that stood in the depreswhose motive for his discreditable imsion of land and the sheriff did not get
posture they evidently doubted. He back into the buggy.
was probably seeking cash. His stories
It was a little house that Juan Nelson
had a ready sale, and there are men in lived in, half frame and half log. The
Paris who would do anything to disweather boarding had fallen off in
credit the catholic church, which, no some places and where the mortar had
doubt, is inclined by tradition to be crumbled away there were chinks between the logs through which flakes
rather credulous about
It is probable that a good many of the of snow seemed to be inslduously driftstories about Satanism in Paris have ing. When the sheriff first turned into the scarce-definroadway there
was no person in sight around the little cottage, but before he was half-wa- y
down the Incline a flock of
children, accompanied by three dogs,
swarmed out from the back of the
house and stood watching him bashfully. He spoke to the largest boy, who
had advanced farthest to meet him,
and that
youngster took to
his heels and ran toward the rear of
the building whence he had Just ap'
peared.
There Was no fence around the rude
dwelling and the sheriff, following the
boy's lead, made his way Into the back
yard. Soon after leaving the barn the
sound of an ax had been heard, and
when the officer came to a halt in the
midst of the small regiment of children he saw that it was a woman who
was splitting wood. She was tall and
gaunt and thinly clad. She ceased
chopping when her visitor alighted and
leaned against the handle ot the ax,
which rested firmly on the log.
"Mrs. Nelson, I presume," he said,
advancing toward her.
She pushed back, her light, stringy

w.

ha Had expected It lo be. Ju.m Nelson
had been described to him as a desperate thief, and he had been 0" the
point ot bringing two deputies with
him. Having changed his nilnaVIji that
particular ho had expected to Valk
straight up to the man, clap the manacles on him and say: "Juan Nelson,
you are my prisoner," But, somehow,
even that part ot the programme was
Ho folt that he would have
changed.
to lead up to bis errand easily.
"Mr. Nelson," he said, "I have bad

frequent communications from your
neighbors recently. I am sorry that
they bring grave charges against you.
I, as the sheriff ot Clarendon county,
find it my bounden duty to investigate.
What have you to say tor yourself?"
Another fit of coughing shook the
man's slight frame.
"I will answer for him," said the woman. "He is innocent."
"I. am afraid you will have a hard
time proving that," said the sheriff.
"The case, as I understand it, Is this:
The farmers hereabouts have been sustaining heavy losses ot meat, flour and
other provisions for the past three
months. The thieves have been tracked, and on more than ono occasion tho
footprints have led them to your house.
What do you say to that? If you are
not guilty you are undoubtedly in collusion with the ones who are. Besides,
it takes a good deal ot food for such a
large family and three dogs. The grocers state that they have not sold you
enough stuff this winter to keep soul
and body together in one man. Yet you
have eaten. Where did you get it?"
The woman stepped forward between
the sheriff and her husband.
"Where did we get It?" she cried,
passionately. "Ah, that's the question,
or, rather, it would bo the question if
we had had anything. But we haven't,
Look here," nnd she pushed up her
thin sleeve, "Do you see this shriveled
muscle, dried up skin and large bone?
Do you see how emaciated and hollow-eye- d
he is? Do you see the rags of
tho children? Now, ask whore we got
It? See here," and she strode toward
the cupboard and threw back the door.
"Here's a little cornmeal and a piece
of pork. We had corn-meyesterday.
We've had It every day for a month.
And we'll have It again
We
get that for the work I do at the barn
yonder. Somebody has. been losing
hams and chickens and bread and preserves. Do we look as though we have
been living on such fare? But it ain't
my fault that we haven't," she added,
fiercely. "If it hadn't been for Juan
I'd have done my best to get my share
of the boodle.
We've got the name;
we might just as well have the game.
Juan Nelson is innocent, I say. Look
at him," and her voice grew soft and
tender once more. "Does he look like
a man who would be able to walk six
miles on a winter's night, carrying the
plunder they claim was stolen?"
"But, the footsteps," argued the
sheriff."
"Ah, the footsteps. I know nothing
of them."
"The evidence that can be produced
against you is overwhelming," said the
officer. "I must make the arrest If
you are innocent you will undoubtedly
be able to prove it at the trial. Tell
"
your lawyer
"Our lawyer," Interrupted the woman, bitterly. "Lawyers are apt to do
so much for such people as we are!"
' The sheriff clasped the handcuffs on
Juan Nelson's thin,
wrists
and wrapped round hlra an extra horse
blanket he had brought for that purpose. They neared the door. The chil
dren wept aloud and started toward
their father, but the woman waved
them back. Her Hps twitched, but she
was calm and rigid and made no outcry. Juan stopped on the threshold
and kissed her.
"Good-bmother," he said, brokenly, "May God have mercy on us ail.
"
If I ever get out
He coughed again. That spell being
ended the sheriff assisted him in walking across the yard and helped him get
The woman went
into the buggy.
slowly after them. Once she made a
movement as if to speak, but the words
died away unsaid.
The buggy crept slowly away trom
the little house in the valley. At the
'
HE IS INNOCENT.
top ot the hill the sheriff and Juan Nelhair with one hand and looked at him son looked back. The woman; with
the children clinging to her skirts, was
'. '
keenly.
still standing near the corner of the
"Yes, sir."
house, looking after them through a
The sheriff's glance wandered off tos,
ward the surrounding
then swirl of snow. .
back to the woman again.
PASSING OF FAST DAY.
"Is Mr. Nelson at home?" he asked.
"Yes, sir."
Soon He Entirely Abolished In
Will
"May I see him?"
New England.
A suspicious look had crept into her
It is evident that the time Is near
blue
and
voice
her
on
took
eyes
small,
will have become
at
when fast
an extra degree of sharpness as she a hand of the day
New
past
thing
throughout
know.
don't
He ain't
answered, "I
the
Boston
says
England,
Transcript.
feelin' very well. Juan's been real A
very significant Indication of . the
sick for more'n a week. He's pretty
Can't you tell me what it trend ot popular feeling in regard to
low
the annual fast day observance was
is you want?"
"No," he said, "I must see him per- shown in the determined action of
President Tucker of Dartmouth college
sonally. It is very important."
In announcing that the college routine
She dropped the ax then and brushing the snow from her bared face and would take its usual course on Thursday, the day appointed for fast day,
head she stood close before him.
"Mister,"" she said, "I believe I know under protest, by the governor of New
who you are. You're the sheriff, ain't Hampshire. President Tucker says he
''
abominates a religious farce and that
you?"
he agrees with Gov. Ramsdell that fast
He nodded. When he was first electFast day is a
ed to office six years before he had day should be abolished.
been proud of his title but that day remnant of the otherwise extinct suits glory had departed and the honor it premacy of church over state in things
which do not properly belong under
brought seemed empty and dead.
"You needn't tell ma what you've the former's charge. Within the last
come for," she said in tones that were generation immense changes have come
"The over the religious community in the
more strident than, before.
neighbors told iue you would be here. eastern states by the growth of the
Mister, they've lied to you. My husEpiscopalian element, the great influx
band never stole anything. He's very of Catholics, and the liberalizing of all
Don't take 'lm away this protestant denominations, not exceptalck
afternoon. It'll kill him if you do."
ing the Trinitarian
congregational
"It's my duty, madam," he said, firm- body, which in many respects,
espesee
If
must
"I
him,
anyway.
you
ly.
as to form of worship, approxicially
must
he
in
I
resist
added, mates
go
by force,"
wonderfully close to the prelatic-a- l
as her pale face flushed angrily.
which it was at one time its
body
"Very well," she replied, quietly.
article of faith to abhor.
cardinal
He hitched the horse to an apple tree
have been abolished
. Fast day would
and followed her Into the house. The
years ago had men dared to act up to
children
seven, or eight
too many of us
crowded in with them and ' grouped their convictions. But
to be guided in our public acts
are
apt
which
in
two
around the fireplace
large
what we believe are other men's
logs were, smoldering In a heap of by
convictions,
perhaps because of the
ashes. Juan Nelson sat shivering in,
fact that other men are in the majority
one corner with both thin hands outtheir convictions must, therefore,
stretched toward the embers. The wo- and
out of policy, If for no
man's sharp drawn face took on an ex- be respected
consideration. But the time is
higher
as
she
hurried
tenderness
of
pression
when the example of Mastoward him and laid her hand gently now at bandwill be followed
and when
sachusetts
on his long black hair.
having long been but a living
"Father," she stild. "here's a gentle- fast day,will
be burled out of sight in
corpse,
man come to sec you."
of New England.
A fit of coughing overtook the man every part
with
and cut short the "bowdydo"
Surprising Ifrnoiance,
which he began to greet the sheriff.
He You say ho is an Ignorant man?
The officer sat down nnar the window,
where fin old dress skirl did duty as a She Why, yes; he must be. I hoard
some one say he didn't know what
pane of xinsn, and looked at h!s prisoner. It was all so different from what fear was. Yonkers Statesman.
.g
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WOULDN'T WEI) FAIR.
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HOW THE CALIFORNIA SENATOR GOT THE MITTEN.
Was "Too Soft" and Showered Too Many
Presents on the Olrl So. Womanlike,
Nlie Hat Out to Win a Man Who Was
Indlffereut to Her.
ECAUSH he loved
for
so ardently,
which reason she
1.

n

f

Hi

t,vy A

?jt

thought him "too
soft," Miss Lizzie
refused
Hardin
fl .Kv,
jiimei i. j? air u

'1

J$'--

marrr
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WHITE TOPAZ.
Mtonns In Ho 8oo at the
lllamoiiil l'ttlacf).

Every dny in the woolt and every
hour In the day 0110 can sea crowds
around tha show wlmlowh- - f THI3
Th
CHICAGO DIAMOND PALACE.
cause of it all ts the now widely known
The Whits Topaz, or
Whito Topaz.
carbonated diamonds, have come to ba
recognized as the nearest thing oa
earth to genuine diamonds, so near indeed is it that the proprietors of tha
DIAMOND PALACE do not hesitate to
place real diamonds in their windows
amidst their display of White Topas,
and allow the public to pick them out
at the soiling price of the Topaz.
The latter stonoa have all the lovoly
brilliancy of tho diamonds, sparkling
steadily and with wonderful fire. Tho
thousands of these stones in the windows forms one ot the most gorgeous
displays and has proven an attractioa
which is one of the features of Chi-

una
r
a . . v. v
Dijaui That,
years and years
aeo.
before the
great bonanza days
on tho Corautock lode, wlyn Senator
Fair was plain "Jim" Fair and both cago,
were young. Indeed, Lizzie was only
In order to find out the advertising
15 years old and "Jim" Fair but recentmedium best suited to their business,
ly reached hin majority. Mrs. Bryan this enterprising concern offers to send
13 a widow now and still lives on the
a genuine White Topaz to all those
old farm in the Sonoma valley. .She who
will cut out and send them their
was asked about her acquaintance with
which appears else- -,
advertisement,
Mr. Fair and how he came to propose
in this paper, together with 25o
where
marriage. She said:
In stamps.
"Senator Fair's ranch was near ours
THE DIAMOND PAI.ACE, like all
and he lived at my father's for some Buccessful institutions, has many imia
as
as
kind
was
time. He
always
who endeavor to sell cheap
brother to my sister and me. In those tators,
and other pastes claiming
rhlnestones
days strvants were not so' easy to be
We caution the pub- -.
had as now and we did our own work. they are topaz. as THE DIAMOND
be
to
careful,
He often helped us carry water when 11c
we were washing or scrubbing and PALACE, American Express building,;
sole Importers of these
used to sit for hours at a time with us Chicago, are the
stones.
,
at the quilting frame, threading our
needles and pretending to help, though
Ills Way Out of It.
Willie "It's pretty hard work to get to
ot course we would have got along
school in the niomliiK when I have to go by
faster if he hadn't been there. He till
iionters."
of thone
Willie's Uncle "llow have you managed,,
was very generous, too, and would ofWlllii'V"
refer to buy anything that my father
Willie "Well, I haven't gone." Detroit
fused to get us. I always went with Free Press.
him to dances and parties, which was
The editor ot this paper ndvixes hit
readers that a free package of Peruviana,
often, as there were a great many givbent kidney and fiver cure on earth, will
the
en here then. We had to depend upon
be delivered KHKE to any sufferer, if writsuch things tor amusement."
ten for promptly. Peihtvian Kkmedt Co.,
"Old settlers here say he wished to 2SU 5th St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
marry you."
.Tuck, what Immense shirt stud
"Gracious,
to
said
marry me,"
"Yea, he wanted
yon wear!" "Well, yon sw how buttonhole
I'm
ilet.
Mrs. Bryan slowly. "I was very young Hikes a going to keep up with them if It
dinner plate."
then hardly 15 when he first proposed.
We never quarreled. I thought everyton'l Tobacco Spit and Smoke tour Life Iwaj. ' ;
thing of him as a friend he was so
"o quit tobacco easily and forever, tie magkind I couldn't help liking him that netic,
full of life, nerve and vigor, take
that makes
way and I suppose I should have had weak menthe
strong. All druggists, f0c. or $1.:
him if he hadn't thought so much of Cure guaranteed,
ltooklet uud sample free.
me. The more be showed that he liked Address ftcrling lleuiedy Co., Chicago or
New York.
me the less I cared for him I thought
Illushe was too soft," she explained,
"Madge Is always out of money." "How'
does that happen" "She can't reslut Buytrating the perversity of feminine hu- lug every
new kind of pocket book she sees."
manity the world over. Now, Mr. BryMr. Wtnslow's Soothing
Syrup
an never showed that h cared for me. For children
teethlng'.softens the frunin.reliH'e Infant- Instead, he was as indifferent as Mr. matlon,a!iay pain, cure wind colic M oenu a bottle.
Fair was kind and affectionate, and in
s
Is a perfect poem."
"Miss
fact it was because he acted so indif"Yea; magazine poem."
ferently I made up my mind I would FITS PermsnentlyCurcd. ftoflu ornerTounnese
ne of Ir. Kline's Great Nerve Restorer.,
have him. Well, I got him," she con- - nenil dajr'a
for FRRE 4'S.OO trial bottle and treatie.
Da. R. H. aum, Ltd..'il Arcb St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
"It takes my wife three days to goa to a
wonder-worke-

-'

Klts-nink-

after-nre-

w

day
picnic." "How Is that?" "She takes
to get ready, a day to go and a day to get
over It."

aS:tes

Best .Lice Fowder Marie is Nlcto Napto.
Safest nnd best. Will not harm eggs or
Sent postpaid for 'i'x. Sold by dealers 01 Haines Seed (Jo.. 13:23 13th street, DenColo.
ver,
Samples seut free.
"Aunt Penelope Is too particular." "What's
the matter now'f" "I went with her to try
a wheel nnd she wouldn't have any of thein
because there wasn't backs on the saddles."
PIso's Cure for Consumption is the beat
chicks.

blue-vein-

of all cough cures. George W. Lota,
La.. August 2it. 18'.)."i.

;

"Ollilis nt last has got his wife to ride a
wheel." "How did he manage it'" "Had
somebody stnrt a report that he didn't want
her to ride."

Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is a constitutional cure.

Price, 75c

y,

ant point to another. This plan was
adopted January 22, 1894, and there
was a distinct stipulation that the
road should be in working order by
the time of Hungary's millennium, in
1896. Quick work therefore was necessary, for the task was gigantic in its
way, and not to be easily accomplished
within two years.
Actual work was begun on August
13, 1894, and it was kept up without intermission till the completion of the
road. The line was laid with two rails,
the entire length being 3,700 meters.
Along the route there are eleven stations, at which passengers get on or
off. Nine of these stations are underground and two are in the open air.
Everything appertaining to the work
is of the strongest and most durable
material, and the utmost pains have
been taken to insure for the passengers
comfort and safety. Lights are scattered freely through the tunnel, some
being used as danger signals. Thus a
red light shows that the train is to
stop and a white light that the road is
clear. In case the lights get out of order a telephone can be used, for each
station is provided with a telephone.
The carriages are spacious, luxurious, and are constructed after the
most approved models. They are
twenty in number, fourteen of which

been get up la the same way, by men
who traded at once on catholic credul-

ity and on the appetite for the horrible
and the nasty.
First Kate Bole.

.

Hojack Can you give me a good
rule for playing poker?
Tomdik I
can. "Go ahead." "Don't poke."
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
LATE FASHION NOTES.
Moire veIour3 and printed foulards
are used in fashioning modish para-

sols.

hill-top-

and yellow seem to be favored by milliners, separately and in
.
ccmbination.
The nrost exclusive London tailors
are using black satin trimmings on
tweed coat and Jacket suits.
China-blu- e
satin ribbon and black
ostrich tips trim a handsome Leghorn
hat designed for a June bride.
Dressing sacks of Persian lawn,
and
cambric,
nainsook,
dimity,
trimmed with lace or embroidery, and
narrow ribbons are in demand.
Canvas is still very popular and
seems stoutly to resist the invasion of
double-face- d
cashmere and mohair
two rivals of canvas now. in the field.
can be used singly.
For washing midras curtains bran
The road was finished at the apThe proportions
water la excellent.
been
has
and
time,
running
pointed
since then from 6 a. m. to 1 a. m. used are about a pailful of bran to a
washbol.er full of water. Boil half an
Trains follow each other in rapid
and during the busiest time lour, strain part of it, and use to wash
of the day there is only two minutes' cvrtains, letting what remains conto boil. Then strain and use for
headway. From the start the road has tinue
been popular, which is proved by the rinsing. Shake the wrinkles out o2 tho
fact that during the first five months curtains as much, as possible when
the number of passengers amounted to hanging them up to dry.:
The capital of the road is
2,261,940.
3,600,000 florins, of which 100,000 florPERSONALS.
ins are kept as a reserve fund.
conThe government, or municipal,
Rev. John McNeill, the evangelist,
cession lasts for ninety years. In 1940, was a railway porter for years before
however, the concession to the Budahe became a preacher.
pest Electric Railroad Company will
C. W. Walton, Justice of the Supreme
lapse, and then the franchise of the Court of Maine, will soon retire after a
of
present road will revert to the city
service of forty years.
Budapest. Until then the Franz Josef
Mrs. Langtry possesses
a dressing
and the Budapest Electric companies
bag which is, perhaps, the costliest of
will appparently work together.
its kind. It is adorned with gold and
In regard to the management of the
Jeweled
flttlngsj and cost $7,500.
new road some rigid rules have been
John Bryan, an Ohioan, will establaid down. Thus, it was enacted that
school for farming on the
a
during the first fifteen years the fare lish public
of each passenger shall not exceed ten Miami river, near Yellow Springs,
kreuzers. After that time a change Greene county. He will devote 150
acres to the project, hoping to correct
may be made if the interests ot the
the tendency of people to rush to the
road or the passengers require it.
cities.
and
there
larger
succeeds
road
the
If
William Schenck of Pine Grove,
soems no doubt about it the city of
Budapest will share In the success. Ac- Wis., who has been town treasurer for
cording to the terms of the concession, 19 years, has recently made the first
Budapest is to receive no taxes from mistake in his hooka, and even this
the road for the first twenty years, but one is one of very little importance.
aft'ir that time it is to receive one per He Is 83 years old; and the townsmen
cent of the gross rrcjipts between the intend to keep him in office for tba
twentieth and the thirtieth year, two rest of his life.
.
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MISS LIZZIE HARDIN.
(As She Looked When She Refused
James G. Fair to Marry Thomas

Bryan.)

Ihat earthquake.
"Why?"
from east to west."

disgusted

"It

with

mOTed

for Fifty Cents.

Guaranteed tobacco habit cure, makes weak,
men strong, blood pure. 50o.lt. All druggists.
"Mv sweetheart

decided blonde."

a

is

ticued. by way of comparison. "After "That's no novelty; all blondes are decided."
Mr. Fair had left my father's house
and I had made up my mind that I
could not marry htm he came to me
three separate times and urged me to
think better of my refusal and marry
him at' once. I used to feel sorry for
HAIR REN EVER
him and made excuses that I was
not ready to be married. He would
Beautifies and restores Gray
.....
say: ...
Hair to its original coior and
" 'I don't want you to get ready; that
prevents baldness;
calico dress Is good enough.
vitality;
Let me
cures itching and dandruff.
bring the minister right up here now;
I'll buy you everything you need after
A fine hair dressing.
we're married.'
B. P. Ilall ft Co., Props., Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists.
"But I "was set on having Mr. Bryan
and while Mr. Fair was away on a
"WEI
business trip I married him. As soon
as ho heard of my marriage he directly
came to see pie. He had heard it while
on his way to Sacramento and returned
Only
at once in great haste. I shall never
forget how much affected he was when
he learned that his fears were only too
IV.
true. He felt very badly and said that
he never expected I would marry so
Denver to C
scon and that he never gave up hope of
winning me himself until then. I felt
At the time of the".
sorry when I saw how hard he took it.
Endeavor . Con ven lis 4
A.E
V...A
Then he said he would go away and
Intermediate polnta- Lgive himself up to acquiring a forrl
rausrea
tLe
LJ
tune, and at once sold his ranch and
went away," ,
OVER THH
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Vegetable Sicilian
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CUTS THE THROAT OF

A

Santa FeRoate.

CHILD

Habei Knrtz, Aged. 7 tears, the Victim
of an Insane Visitor's Frensy.
Frank Machemer! an Insane lad of 19
years, at Philadelphia, last week, cut
the throat of Mabel Kurtz,
daughter of Adolph Kurtz, in the cellar of the little girl's home. She was

Thouph made for a special
oocaslon, It will be

'

removed to the Samaritan hospital,
where she died. Machemer is in custody. He has for some time been confined in the Norristown hospital. He
was brought to the home of his sister,
a neighbor and acquaintance of the
Kurtz family, and the demented youth
visited the Kurtz residence and chatted
with Mrs. Kurtz and the little girl.
When he left Mrs. Kurtz went upstairs
to lie down. Shortly afterward she
heard her child scream and on running
down stairs was horrified to find her
daughter lying or. the floor, with blood
gushing from a gaping wound in her
throat. A butcher knife, covered with
blood, was found on the floor, but
there was no evidence to indicate by
whom the crime had been committed.
Suspicion pointed to Machemer, but he
could not be found.
When arrested
he at first denied any knowledge of tho
crime, but subsequently acknowledged
that he had cut the child's throat. He
gave out no explanation whatever for i
the deed.

Open

to All.

If you hsve waited for a low
rate to visit any part of the
far Wtst. this is your opportunity. For full particulars
nppW to any agent of the
Ssnta Fe Route, or to
LJ. BLACK. G. T. ., a.T.ftS. I- Ry.
Roost 144, 9th & Jackson Sis., Topeka, Kin.
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IMff niiuluee Change
and Lee
CltUnu.
In the 'L'nnMn-Ludky- "
Wo-- r From the Albuuueique
rain ng company vs. Auander
and
0. V. W.wgh,
BlHCkwull
A.M.
t
a iliy et til. cose, ha plaintiffs
ol this oity ; Johu Becker, of Helen, and
warreu.
lh r attoroey, Judge
:
Lauirhlin. we' allowed ft r!t Gustave Becker, of Bprmuorville, Ari
J
ot error before the Tentorial smrome zona, are at Maiidalena,
oourt.
It is understood thtt Creighton &
the Mngdlen gunora nvrfch-ani- s,
Graves,
Thl I Tour Opportunity.
who
recently failed, hav sur
ll
On receipt ot ten cents ciibU or stamps,
stock to Groas, B
uoneroui -- ample will be mailed of the rend red their
& Co , to whiun they ow d severur
ever
and
Catarrh
Hoy
moat popular
Buffieient to demon-atrat- e al thousand dollars, and that a new
(Ely's Crenra Halm)
firm will, or has already been lormerj,
the great merits of the remedy.
with the Messrs Broker as members
ELx IUIOTHJSUb,
GO Warron bt., Now York City.
Is also learned that ihe new concern
inl.nlteiil. Jr.. of Groat Falls, Mont., has been capitnliZ'd fur $60,000. and
T)
will be
recommended lily's Cream Balm toJ me. I- that artioles of Ifccrporation
poaifiltd with the rerritonal.secretary.
oan Hiphiwiza hie statement,
.. .ntWrrh if used rb direct'
ii...
Messrs. BiHCkwoll and Waugh are
CeutralPrea.
Key. Francis W. Toole, Pastor
xpeo ed to return to th city in a few
Church, llelena, won.
lays, when the Citizen is promise a
TW Dream Balm is the acknowledged m re d- - finite fiots auoui the big
cure for .catarrh and contains no mercury
change.
nor any injurious crag,
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An elegant

ItnM3DiE3 speedily, permanently, and
economically cure, when, til else faili
Hottrm.
Pottbii T)u amdOhvu. Cow. Hoi Pmp..
Cu
mr ' U
Kry bkln ud BUmkI UumOsT." irN.
FACES

Coughs

a ticklinp- ia the
throat? Do you co8:n JT'Wt
deal, especially whtn lying
Are you hoarse at
down?
-

Is there

Pattern Hats

rurlflrri. snd Btanefled
CUT1CUBA SOAP.

to suit the most fastidious. Ladies are
of
respectfully Invited to call. Place
builnusi directly in the center or tot
eity, a short distance east of the bridge.
miiib rreiklrefstteinl
English and

Sama

will

demon-

action. The
clTeted at a low fieure
jib wi!lbeln8
and psjle ot fulde in quarterly in- 01 811 w

Btallmetf
ftnesa f
like
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I

the question of Ha
waiHn' fEistannfiia, the Philadelphia
Ledger ClndTlP ) Tv
1

ditnt

eiC

reor

Soli.oi tb - national republican
"
convention read "Tb e Hawntian 1 4anl
should b controlled by Che U' lfd States
and no foreign power fhoa." be permitted
to Interfere with them." Th? does not
of the
by any means Imply the desirability
So
acquisition of the Sandwich Islands,
lon a tb Hawaiian treaty aha'l be permitted to stand, we eholl practically control tie islan is in the oomnsereial sense,
and there is no dinger thtt any foreign
power will attempt to secure any political
control ot Hawaii. Hawaii is protected by
the M inroe doctrine, and it is not necessary for the islands to become United
States territory to invoke for them our
assistance in the event of attack by force
of arms on the part of Japan or any other
outsider. Japan recognizes the atti tude
f the United States toward the other
countries of America, and It is absurd ts
appose tfcst ihe would commit any overt
act likely to bring on a conflict with the
great American nation.
A
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JOHN HILL,

Book about it free.
For sale fey all druggist at 50c and
$1.00.
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Martin Lihmin,
0 ''veu siverai loaas in esii iiuw
a .sa. the past waek
They are turninir out as pood snlt out tbere these
days as can be securod anywhere.
-

Warm the joints, eaie the pain and drive
in. me oony ay
oat all rheumatic Innnence
. T.
..
DaaBv.u .
T.T.KM AN D B DrKVlFlXJ lur
lie nff
i
the
of
very few old time
tum. It one
re nertiee wnteb .ttfooern meaicai icience
to iinprpa on, iyjrp
bB9 been unable
.iinklv and nnrmanentlT. Prioe SI. 00 pur
Petten Drug
?lai. Bold by Murpby-Va- n
Co.
. Dr. B. S. Lewis of New Haven
C nn., arrived in Cerrillos, Wednesday,
and left for Golden, where he Is inter
nf.Md with Dr. Graves, in the erection
and operation of Huntington mills.
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Don't Peal Rlgbt.
Whenever the liver becomes disordered
there ia certain to be disturbances in tbe
general bealtb. Tbe victim of a torpid
liver will feel billious, drowsy, tired, des
nnndnnt. irritable, and if the trouble ie al
lowed to remaln.it will extend its influence
until ie lava him on his back for a sick
onoll nf greater or lass duration.
Whenever you gat into this condition,
you are ia argent need of Pbicklv Abb;
Rittsrs to cleanse tbe bowels, regulate
and strenghten the liver and promote digestion. Q't a bottle at once, a few doses
will set von rltrbt. and If kept on bend and
months
taken oceaaloualiy d .ring the
will not only cure,
prevent disease. It
i a very valuable system regulator. Sold
Petten PfUg Co.
by Murpbey-Va- n

bt

bt

Tonic

.9 rd time
the8
tT,og,tlonU of the
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hr

The procession which nn Wednesday
followed the remain P' Mrs. W, II.
last been Graham to tbe grave pns the longest
that has passed through Cerrillos slope
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troubles: it not, gei a ooiue now enn
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relief. Tb s medicine has been found to be
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A favorite remedy for many of the ills
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Cleanser, Blood Purifier and Appetizer.
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the most popular medicine yet discovered,
Recent sensational gold discoveries in
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times? Does nearly every cold
you take settle in your throat?
These "throat coughs" are
very deceptive. Don't neglect
them. Troches, or cough
syrups won't touch the pot.
You must take remedies that
will enrich the blood, tone up
the nerves; and heal the inflamed membranes.
SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cid-livOil with Hypophos-phite- s
contains such remedies.
It has vonderful nourishing
and healing power. The cause
of the cough is removed the
whole system is given new lite
and vigor? and the danger
from threatening lung troubU
is swept away.
SCOTT
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Of itching, burning, UooiU.ig, scaly skin
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actual flight of
too real airship, lu
iff'
ll
vented, constructed
V..J1HE

and propellod
by
Prof. Arthur Wallace Barnard of
Nashville, Tenn., la
the topic of the day.
The successful voyage In midair taken a few days ogo
the
daring
by
young aeronaut has developed Into a
bigger sensation than even the directors of the Centennial exposition bad
expected. Prof. Barnard, who Is the
physical director of the Y. M. C. A.
of Nashville, took his flight from the
grounds of the Exposition.
He alighted In a grove twelve miles away, broali- -'
lng a spar of his ship In iho process,
butwhilo In the air circled round and
found,' and declares that he demon-btrate- d
beyond a doubt that his machine is a success that under normal
conditions Its progress can be regulated and controlled by Its operator.
The air ship Is now In a house on the
Exposition grounds.
It is carefully
guarded, and nobody is allowed to go
near It except Prof. Barnard, and he Is
repairing the damage dona when lie
alighted, preparatory to a second and
more ambitious flight, probably next
Monday if conditions are favorable.
Tho inventor experienced no little trouble In getting the ship ready for tho
trip.After the machine had been taken out of the house, which stands on
ft little hill we3t of
the Exposition
groundB, into the open air, the balloon
eonnected with it was charged with
hydrogen gas. When this work had
been finished Prof. Barnard seated himself on the bicycle part of the ship,
placed his feet on the pedals nnd bis
bands on the bars and informed the
attendants that he was ready to take
his departure. Those in charge of the
ropes let them out a little at a lime, and
the ship rose slowly to a height of fifty
'J

I

NEW

out his aid, he found thnt It was auuut
to drift into a current, aud he was
obliged to reaunie propelling in ordar
to get out of it. The ship has an air
chamber shaped like a cigar and 10 foot
long by IS feet in diameter, It U made
or silk and cotton and filled with hydrogen gas. This chamber la confined
In a network of small rope which holds
the metallic framework and aeroplanes
underneath. The seat Is made on the
order of a bicycle frame, and from this
the operator controls the wings or
aeroplanes, on either side. The two
propellers, or screws, extend in front
of the operator, acting on the principle of an auger. In guiding the air ship
the operator moves the screw from
right to left in the direction he v."li;hos
to go and ascends or descends by raising or lowering tho side wings. Prof.
Barnard does not claim all the credit
for bin Invention, as he Is using, by
permission, several features employed
by other experimenters in aeronautics.
The aeroplanes are frames of a light
wood and covered with a cotton fabric.
The other frame work Is of metal and
the parts were made in Nashville, New
York and Connecticut and shipped to
Nashville, where they were put together by Prof. Barnard. The greater part
of the air ship he made himself without
any assistance and during his spare
time. Prof. Barnard drew the plans of
the present ship about ten years ago,
and they have been changed only in a
few respects, the alterations oelng in
the supports and mechanism.
Prof. A. W. Barnard was born In
Massachusetts in 1865. He attended
the common schools then the military academy at Albany, N. Y. He has
a good record as an amateur athlete.
His first formal engagement In Y. M.
C. A. work was at Tonawanda, N. Y.,
as physical director. For two years he
was physical director and general secretary for the Auburn, N. Y association. Ho went to Pawtueket, R. I., in
1S91, and later to Nashville, Tenn.
African

Signalling.

Captain Sidney Langford Hlnde. who
has made extensive travels in the interior of the Dark Continent, gives an
interesting description of tho native
African mode of signalling. The natives have such a perfect system of telegraphing or signalling by means of
their drums that they are able to
make any communication as far as a
drum can be heard, which is often sev- -
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parent height and width, aud peculiar
ities. The marks and scars follow as
a matter of course, and then the work
Is finished.
The height, arms and
trunk measurements are taken by perpendicular and horizontal graduated
measures placed on the wall. The
head Is measured with a caliper compass, the ear with a small sliding comand
pass, while the fingers, fore-arfoot are taken by means of a large
sliding compass. These descriptions
and measurements are filed, with photographs, by divisions or groupings:
Given the length of a prisoner's head,
and the officers turn the head groupings for a picture. ' The head Index on
the files show the small, medium and
large, each division separated again
Into classes by measurement, the medium being these of,-fInstance, 19
cemeters to 19.4; tho large lengths 19.5
and more, and the small measuring
less than 19. Thus, the officer, in his
work of Identification, need only examine about ton pictures out of a possible 10,000. There are now over 4,000
pictures in the rogues' gallery of tho
Four CourtB, and by the Bertlllon system any one cf such a number could
be located almost instantly.

HOW CONVICTS ARE EXECUTED
IN PERSIA.
There la Mo Mtuy, and After Dentenea
Has llaen Pronounced, the Culmination Unlcbly Follows Horrible Cruelly
In the Laud of the Hliah.

m

ROM tho St. Louis
Post Dispatch
Since the adoption
by the police com

EW explorers and
travelers have given accounts of the
various kinds of

HAD GIVEN HER UT.

DOCTORS

TOItTUItE IN THE EAST

A Convincing Lottor From One of Mra. Plnkham'a Admlrera.
No woman can look fresh and fair who is sufferln)r from displacement of
It Is ridiculous to suppose that such a dilliculty caa be cured by

the womb.

an artifical support like a pessary.
Artificial supports tnalco matters worse, for they take away all tho obahee
of the ligaments recovering thuir vigor and tone. Use strougthons; the
have a work to do.
If thoy grow flabby and refuse to hold tho womb la
placo, mere is out one remeay, ana uiav is tooi.ruugi.uca
aud draw the cords back into their normal
j'jj.. their fibrestnus
ngnung me position oi me womu.
condition,
Lydia K. l'lnkham'a Vegetable Compound is designed
connection
' especially for this purpose, and, taken inwill
tone up
with her Sanative Wash, applied locally,
the uterine system, strengthening' the cords or ligaments which hold up the womb.
Any woman who suspects that she has this trouble
, 1 Mr W
and she will know it by a dragging1 weight in the
lower abdomen, Irritability of the bladder and rectum,
great fatigue in walking, and leucorrhoea should
promptly commenco tho use of Lydia E. Pinkham's'
Vegetable Compound. If the case is stubborn, write to
Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn., Mass., stating freely all symptoms. You will receive a prompt lottor of advice free
of charge. All letters aro read and answered by women only.. The following letter relates to an un
usually severe case of displacement of tho womb,
wJxioh was cured by the Pinkhaia remudics. Surely
llga-men-

:j

capital punishment
mlssioners of St.
suffered by criminLouis of the Berals In
.
tlllon system of
countries.
identification tne
For horrible and
heads of depart
unbridled cruelty
ments have begun
in modes of put- to rub up their
criminals to
tins
French mathemat
,
should be.v.inf
riiuhnnor
utam mo
ics and delve more deeply into prison
of the lion and
land
thn
in
.amort
literature. Even th9 chief's private
the sun Persia. In Bagdad into July,
secretary, Mr. Espey, who, by reason
pro
1888. the writer was ordered
of having been a newspaper man
oi rcr
the
capital
to
ceed
Teheran,
knows a little of everything, admits he
a for
sla, on business connected with
is a kindereartner on this subject. It
He re
at
Btfrn
emhassv
that
city.
is neither an easy nor a quick trans!
counts what he saw In Persia in tho
tion from the old style of descriptions
following:
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
modern
and photographs to the more
river, we
and Blood Purifier cured me when the doc- Crossing the
Bertlllon method, and it is rather re
on
were
left the land of the Turk and
tors had given me up. I had spent
markable that St. Louis should have
VERY TACTFUL.
Persian soil. At Shlraz, a small town,
dreda of dollars searching for a cure, but found lit- waited so long before making the
Clorcjr-man- 'a
I saw for the first time a Persian exetleor norelief until I began tho Pinkham remedies.
change when the Jollet penitentiary How a Pretty Girl Relieved
cutlon. For attacking a foreigner's
I had falling and displacement of the womb so badly that
J1
Embarrassment.
and nearly all the chief cities and
Yaa
sword,
commercial agent with
V for two years I could not walk across the floor. I also had pro
She was a most
principal prisons have been working
Khan, a Persian date merchant, fuse menstruation, kidney, liver, and stomach trouble. The doctors said my
for years under the French plan of girl and as pretty as a girl well could ccob
suffered death, The culprit had been case was
I had taken only four bottles of tho Vegetable Compound
identifying prisoners. Alphonse Ber be, says the St. Louis
loaded with chains, and one ofhopeless.
taken to
the Blood Purifier when I felt like a new person. I am now cured,
tlllon first presented his method to the Her great blue eyes looked out from un- had thereTeheran,
been tried for his offense much to the
to
surprise of my friends, for they all gave me up to die. Now many
public In 1881, when France was aglta der her new bonnet in a way liable
was sent back to Shlraz to be ex
and
Union
came
into
of my lady friends are using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound through
She
man.
bewitch
any
ting the question of the deportation of
ecuted. At about 3 o'clock In the af
my recommendation, and are regaining health. It has also cured my little son
habitual criminals. It was promptly square a recent afternoon and slowly ternoon we saw some
burly Arabs of kidney trouble. I would advise every suffering woman in the land to write
uncondescended
the
apparently
steps,
this
reached
country
adopted. It
the to Mrs. Pinkham for aid." Mes. EaiMA Pasqbojin, Alanson, Mich.
glances carrying a huge cauldron toward
through the prison consrress held at scious of the many admiring
town square, In the center of which
wcro
arms
her
In
caBt
in
her
direction.
Detroit in 1887, and found a friend and
was an iron gr&ting, raised about two
many bundles, all of them small, but of
advocate in MaJ. R. W. McClaughery
feet. On this the cauldron was de
difficult
were
then warden of the Illinois peniten such odd shapes that they
posited and the Arabs proceeded to
to
come
carry.
at
has
Jollet.
Since
then it
tlary
chain it securely to large stakes. A
foot
her
took
woman
As
the
young
slowly Into general use. A majority
few minutes more and the culprit, bent
from the last step of the long stairway
of readers are familiar with the ad
with the weight of chains, moved into
across
her
vantages of the system, but the a look of perplexity flitted
sight between two monster Nubian
practical application Is not so well face. Then, as she started to cross the eunuchs, who were carrying bundles
known. Its results are shown best at waiting room, those who were watchof brush and wood, others bearing
Jollet, where, of over 1,500 photo ing her saw something on the floor, buckets of oil. The procession ended
dozen
A
eon.
We have demonstrated, expert admit, and every one
graphs now classified and filed, any where she had dropped it
with the Cadi, or Judge of Shlraz, and
ociecico from real IS&fA
renulne White m lopaz cannot oenave
f
men started forward to pick It up, saw a few
one picture can be found in a mln
atone
I
the
yea
diamond. White Tonax
guards and soldiers. On the ar
Place them side IV V
ute's time,. from the subject's meas what it was, and then maneuvered so rival of the Cadi at the center of the
about. I he one that ha tooled the pawnbroker.
l
dllcan
no
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the
and
diamond
eenulne
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.id mrithj
urement, thus showing that no two that it would appear aa if they bad square the guards at once seized the
fcrence. We have sold thou send of these etone at from one
well
to tea dollars, but in order to Introduce them quickly a busipersons are precisely alike in every not noticed It. The young lady, aware prisoner and, after tying his feet, lift
as to Hnd out the advertising medium best suited to our
of her loss, kept straight on and never ed and
.
particular.
in
the
w
him
cauldron.
His
make
this
ness,
put
The identification of a prisoner rests looked behind her.
hands were then chained to two rings
But there was one man there who had on the edge of the huge kettle and
upon the knowledge of the following
beautiful. brilliADt,
W will und vou
seen the article fall and be went after the coolies
indications:
began to move forward.
which can b mouiHd
Kenuinc Whit Topaz,
T
1. Length and width of the head.
it He wore the straight collar and Those of them who were carrying oil
w : l.:- - p. .....ri .. Fk.i.
in s ring,
2. Length of the left, middle and peculiar garb of the clergy, while
torn, locket or pair earring, like any arTrle
emptied it into the cauldron, the oth
in this border on receipt of
little fingers.
glasses told of the most embarrassing ers piled the wood and brush under
These itones ar exactly the same as thnM
we haTe advertised at one dollar
Run3. Length of the left foot
of afflictions, nearsightedness.
4. Length of the left forearm.
ning quickly to the little object that
This offer for a few days only
5. Length of the right ear.
lay so harmlessly upon the floor, he
Cut out this advertisement and send it to at
6. Height of the figure.
with tbc in coin or stamps and we
picked It up and hastened after her.
t together
will imd vrm a white Todu bv return mail :
7. Measurement of the outstretched He touched her on the arm, and lifting
r
a stone that you can be justly proud of and one that positively cannot VB
in ordering, dc sure and state
be detected from a real diamond,
arms.
his hat, he said: "I beg your pardon,
is
desired.
whether small, medium or large stone
8. Measurement of the trunk, from my dear young lady, but you dropped
BY THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
NO ORDER FILLED UNLESS ACCOMPANIED
"
the bench to the top of the head of the your
TOPAZ
WHITE
GENUINE
It was then that he saw for the first
person stated.
Imitation diamonds no matter
bears no relation to other
under what name they are advertised.. They are the hardest of semiThese different operations necessitime what he had picked up. He was
precious stones, impossible to detect from real diamonds and warranted
tate the use of special Instruments holding the little band of black with
to retain their brilliancy. All others pale to tnsigmncance when compared
White Topas.
with
called
and sliding a red bow on it In the full view of
'!
compasses, and of three graduated those who were in the waiting room
DIAMONDS DUPLICATED IN
nri! RIIA&ANTEE!
measures, permanently fastened to f and he did not know what to do with
WHITE TOPAZ.
warrant
and
erery
each
We
suitable wall, two being placed verti it. The young woman's hands were oc
and
Royalty and the fonr hundred
Topas to retain its abrilliancy
celebrated and costly
own
arlTat
who
ikerfecl
minnUniri
t
tha
rilamoBds set In necklaces, tiaras.
cally and on9 horizontally. These In- cupied with bundles, and he felt it
frttlafactlon.
brooches, bracelets and frlrtflcs.
struments have not yet been ordered would scarcely be right either to drop
If yon ca show that w
keep them In bunrlar proof vaults,
fllar
the axact
while theT wear in public
t erar refused to replaoe a duplicates
by the St. Louis police department, but it or put it in his pocket. For perhaps
In Walte Topas and
White Tooas that wsi returned
no one ever detects the difference.
as soon as a Bertlllon agent can be lo- a moment he stood there blushing. He
cated the order will be made, and tried to speak, but the best he could do
White Topaz are Good Enouzh for Royalty;
with the instruments will come a was to stammer out some unintelligible
Are iney uooa unougn tor vou
teacher to drill the main office in the syllables. In the meantime the girl
.All
OPPORTUNITY
OF A LIFETIME
THE
system. Two or three lessons ordi- stood speechless. First she flushed and
Miss It
Don't
narily suffice to make an operator tol- then grew pale. Then her face Boomed
cents In coin or stamps and you will be
Send as twenty-fiv- e
erably proficient. As two or three of to indicate that she was amused at the
White
Topaz that you receive
delighted with the
IW
the measurements can be modified or clergyman's embarrassment.
Then,
BOILING
A
VICTIM.
Influenced by. trickery on the part of with a sweet smile, she dropped her
Money Refunded If Goods are Not Satisfactory.
THE DIAMOND PALACE,
the subject, the operator himself must bundles on a seat near by, and, taking and arousd the big vescel. The Cadi
AMERICAN EXPRESS BUILDING,
CHICAGO, ILLS.
practice the motions that are apt to the circlet, said: "It's so good of you then took a lighted torch and pushed
alter the result, and allow his assist My brother Tom would never have for
It in to the heap of fuel under the caulants to do the same, so that he .may given me if I lost one of the sleeve'
dron and the flames began to dance,
be able to easily discover these trickto the Intense enjoyment of the assemholders his fiancee sent him."
eries whenever they appear in actual
And she gathered up her bundles and bled crowd. In half an hour the oil
becann bo hot that the yells of the
practice. Not taking into account the walked away.
;
time needed to ascertain either the
man were agonizing. Ten minutes latcivic status of a prisoner of the various
er the victim's cries began to grow
X Bay on a Terrier.
particular marks of the subject, the
The fox terrier is now officially reg fainter and fainter, till at last they
simple process or measuring, after istered as a transparency, the X ray ceased. The men was dead. It is a. far
the period of grouping has been pass- shining through him like a candle cry from Persia to Nepaul, India.
Nevertheless we will take a look at an
ed, does not require more than four through a Chinese lantern. The expeARE REACHED CI THE MOST COMFORTABLE MANNER VIA
or five minutas. In order to become riment has just been tried on an ani execution in the country of the Goor-kaWe were on a hunting expedition
efficient the operator must know ua
mal of this species which had swallow
mistakably the nearest approximation ed a diamond ring, the trinket appear and after two days' shooting we arA. , SMrm,
to which each measurement or each ing in its midst, visible as a goldfish rived at a small town called Gunga
be
indication can
ascertained. Thus, in a glass case or a fly in amber. The Hat The place was In a great state of
OLXVKLANO.
over a trial of" a man for
if the officer taking or comparing de- utilities of this
penetrating beam may excitement
scrlptlons knows to a certainty that expand till it will show up other than the crime of assault. After a trial the
accused was convicted and sentsnced
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to go there for treatment, If they we offer
Wines and Liquors
brief intervals letters known to contain prefer
to tip of finger, the finger being placed
ail to cure. They are porfectly reliable;
I'm and ZUe'llclnitl Purpoaeit at
have no Free
Free Cure, for FrtiMlly
at right angles to the back of the hand.
The memory of Col. Robert Gould money have mysteriously disappeared Free
low iirlrrgi
or C. O. 1). fake. Tliev have vrry
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every
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around
one
and
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lar; or their charges may be deposited in a blackberry brtnriy. Whittle fruitl an ( old, f
ing finger, the elbow being placed at ored in Boston, where a bronze tablet
upward. Hrer, Uonvnr,
he called Postmaster bank to be paid to them when a cure is per irtil.t aud
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Brigadier-GenerZenas R. Bliss, teers of the same state.
Ho served
who has been promoted by President with that regiment until the close of
is the war. He was recommended for a
McKlnley to a
one of the most popular officers of the brigadier-generalshibut the promoar,my. He has been a soldier from his tion was refused because he had been
He entered WeBt present at Colonel Reeve's surrender.
veriest boyhood.
P'dint academy in 1850 and came out of Of courso no one held him responsible
ltfour years later a second lieutenant. for that action on account of his lowly
HJs first assignment was with the Sixposition in the command. He saw serteenth Infantry. . He saw some army vice in Kentucky and Tennessee. He
post' life in Texas, and in 1S61 Joined was brevetted for gallant and meritor-ou- s
the Command of Colonel Reeve near
conduct at the battle of the WilderBan Antonio. His first year In the war ness. Since the close of the war he has
was spent as a prisoner. Colonel been advanced regularly. No officer in
Reeve's men were overcome by a su- the army is more familiar with the
Released
in southeastern frontier than he. His last
perior force of rebels.
1862, he was made a colonel of the command as colonel was that of the
Tenth Rhode Island Volunteers and Twenty-fourt- h
Infantry.
later a colonel of the Seventh' Volun
al

major-generalshi- p,

p,

or sixty feet. There appeared to be
something wrong, as the ship swayed
first to one side and then to another,
a&d appeared as if it would return, to
the ground. After several similar
the ship seemed to bo Jn the
right position for its flight; and, the
ropes being cut, it rose rapidly to an
altitude of fully 500 feet, amid the
cheers' of all who were so fortunate as
The news
t witness the ascent.
spread like wildfire from the gates at

eral miles. As the information is usually repeated by all the drummers
who hear it, a whole district knows of
an event a very few minutes or hours
after it has occurred. This system of
Is
most interesting.
telegraphing
Though different tribes and parts of
tribes have their own codes, there
seems to be some method running
through all the codes, for when interrogating a drummer on the subject
of another chief's signal he often rethe front entrance to Vanity fair,' a plied that he had never heard that parlong distance away, and out of every ticular drum or would, of course, know
huilding on the grounds came men, wo- It. "We were by means of these
men and children to see the air Bhip. drums," Capt. Hlnde continues, "able
They saw Prof. Barnard turn the ma- to keep up a constant communication
chine' in various directions, as he had day and night with our allies and natold the people who were present when tives for miles round the camp. Every
he left the grounds he would do. There evening some member of our company
was a good wind from the east ct this would amuse himself by rapping out
abuse at the enemy, which was returned with zest from the hostile camp.
Occasionally a friendly gossip would
be kept up, one side telling tho other
news of its respective' harems, what
food they had to eat, and how many
hours the chief had slept that day. The
native Instinct for boasting and exaggeration generally became a predomill
tfr
nant feature on these occasions, and
the conversation would almost lnvarlr
ably degenerate Into a lying match,
each drummer trying to cap his opponent's last message. Everything that
happened was so well known in both
camps that by Bimply telling a piece of
news to one servant It Immediately
spread throughout the whole Arab
-

;

camp."
"

PROF. A. W. BARNARD.

time,,, but the navigator' of the ship
seemed to be able to do what he pleased
Aa stated by Prof.
;with the.,machlne.

Barnard, the ship attained a great
height and sailed on until it was landed at a point twelve miles from town.
iPuring almost the entire Journey Prcf.
Barnard was busy propelling the nia- -

nir.

Stopping while In a calm to
Cm Buipfwuuiii work with- -

,

Indian Guard of Honor.
The Indian guard of honor for Queen
Victoria in June, to be drawn from the
Imperial service troops and native cavalry regiments, has been fixed at a
minimum of forty officers. They are
to leave Bombay on May 15, and to be
absent for three or four months. Competition for the honor has been keen,
but regiments have been selected vrnich
have not hitherto been privileged to
send representatives to Britain.
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CAMPFIRE SKETCHES.
GOOD

SHORT
STORIES
THE VETERANS.

FOR

The Old or the Mew Son( of Confederal Veterans Hllr Dp Old Hares The
I'enslon
Department and Money
LoHuers.

Death of Autonjr,
AM

dying;,
Egypt,
dying!
Ebbs the crimson
life tide fast.
And the dark Plutonian shadows
Gather on the
evening blast.
Let thine arm. oh.
Queen! support
me;
Hush thy sobs
and bow thine
ear,
Hearken to the
heart
secrets,
great
Thou, and thou alone, must hear.
Though my scarred and veteran legions
Wear their eagles high no more,
s
And my wrecked and shattered
Btrew dark Actlum's fatal shore;
Though no glittering guards surround
me,
Prompt to do their master's will,
I must perish like u Roma- n-'
Die the great Triumvir still.
Let not Caesar's servile minions
Mock the lion thus laid low;
Twas no loeman's hand that slew
him,
'Twas hla own that struck the blow.
Hear, then, pillowed on thy bosom,
Ere his star fades quite away,
fiim who, drunk with thy caresses.

mm
wm

g.l-ley-

,
Madly flung a world away!
'
Should the base plebeian rabble
Dare assail my fame at Borne,
Where my noble spouse, Octavla,
Weeps within her widowed home,
Seek her say the gods have told me
Altars, augurs, circling wlnga
That her blood, with
mine tommlngled.
Yet shall mount the throne of kings.

And for thee, star-eye- d
Egyptian!
Glorious sorceress of the Nile,.
Light the path to Stygian horrors.
With the splendors of thy smile.
Give the Caesar crowns and arches.
Let his brow the laurel twine;
I can scorn the Senate's triumps,
Triumphing In love like thine, , j

f

their memory ;lmt this dues not repair
a pledge of loyulty to the old south or
Its '"cause." Their fathers, if living,
would not approve of this iitteram-e-,
but would rather turn their face's
toward Tlie better duy, and maich with
us to the achievements of an undivided people nd an Indivisible
Union,
United, we may defy and outstrip the
world; divided, It 'become only a
question of time when we will be too
weak to protect ourselves from those
ot other lunds who would profit by our
loss, and free government be pro
nounced a failure among meu.
Hut,
to promote unity and
acquire strength,
it Is necessary that we avow and cul
tivate a national spirit in all section",
o that no newspaper
reporter, anywhere, will have occasion to describe
our private or public gatherings as,
"a distinctly southern throng," or
northern, and, the sentiments expressed as "strictly of the south," or
of the north. To the
republic, the
one means life; the other, death.
;

cision construing strictly tho statute
cited would, it is stated, be not only
unjust, but lead to serious conse-

'

quences.
The evidence shows that the home
directors have required all pensioners
to surrender their pensions to the
treasurer of the home. Four dollars
a month is then allowed each penI am dying, Egypt, dying;
sioner for personal expenses, and the
Hark! insulting loeman's cry;
remainder paid to dependent relatives,
They are coming quick, my falchion!
or, if there be none, the money is
Let me front them ere I die.
Ah! no more amid the battle
accumulated for the benefit of the pen
Shall my heart exulting swell,
sioner. The practice is substantially
Isis and Osiris guard thee,
to that in operation at twenty- similar
farewell!
Rome!
Cleopatra!
one other soldiers' homes.
The pen
General W. H. Lytle, the author of sion bureau takes the position that
this poem, was born in Cincinnati, in it Is not
expedient to Intervene in the
1826. He served with distinction in tho
Mexican army; and on the outbreak of case, as the act of March 3, 1893, by
the Civil War became an officer of the Implication, sanctions the requireHe - was killed at
Federal forces.
Chickamauga in 18G3. He wrote this ment, which has been in force In most
after witnessing of the state soldiers' homes.
poem one night
Booth's performance of Antony.
Commissioner Evans says that he
believes the president will act favor- The Old or the New
on nis recommendation for a
From the American Tribune: The aoiy
modification of the Cleveland order
most marked development of "secincluding pension boards in the civil
tionalism" that has recently occurred service
where fees amount to more
was heard in Atlanta, Ga., a few
than $300 per annum. The president
nights ago, when the president of the has
under contemplation several
Sons of Confederate Veterans, ad
and modifications in the or
changes
asso
of
the
a
large meeting
dressing
ders
formulated
by his predecessors,
ciation, said:
and may embody everything in an
"It might be well for us now to say omnibus
How soon executive
there is no east, no west, no north, no action willorder.
be taken is purely a matte
south; but there was a Bouth, and it is m
conconsiderable
speculation.
for this south and her cause that our
fusion
has
arisen
from
premature
for
south
this
it
and
is
fathers fought,
several changes In protv
that we are here tonight, and it is to publication of that
with regard to pen'
this south that we, too, will pledge pect, notably
our devotion and give our unswerv- sion boards. They will be made, how'
ever, in good time.
ing loytlty."
made
This is the boldest declaration
Tribute to Jeff Devi.' Memory.
for some time. If it means anything,
A permanent record was made at
it Is that the sons of the Confederate
veterans are ready to follow in the Montgomery, Ala., the other day of
footsteps of their fathers In bearing the spot on the stone flooring of the
arms against the nation In support front balcony of the capitol upon which
of the cause for which their fathers Jefferson Davis stood when inaugurated president of the southern confedfought.
The report of this meetipg is given eracy with appropriate ceremonies.
A
In another column, copies from the silver star was imbedded at the spot
ConstituThe
indicated by the surviving veterans
Atlanta Constitution.
tion says: "It was distinctly a south- who witnessed the Davis Inaugural.
ern throng, and the sentiment was The society, of the Daughters of the
'
Southern Confederacy had the matter
strictly of the south.''
to
would
believe
we
that in charge. A ' procession formed on
regret
But,
It. was representative of the south. If Court street near the old slave market
so, all the talk of a "new south" is a and marched to the capitol. Cannon
boomed in the capitol grounds as the
delusion, and the struggle for the supremacy of a section over the whole procession approached. General John
Is not yet ended. Such sentiments are W. A. Sanford of Montgomery, a friend
reactionary and dangerous, and augur and counselor of Mr. Davis. nnd
for the future.
It;
may stood near him when he took the oath
badly
be that these young men have given of office, presided over the .exercises.
expressions to the real sentiments of General Sanford .spoke elomienHv
the south; but we prefer to regard it Mr. Davis. He said tho people of the
as being merely the too enthusiastic south had nothing to apologize for. He
utterance Inspired by . filial affection, defended the south s position in iha
which they, themselves, will not ap- matter of secession, and spoke of her
In sons in the struggle which followed.
prove in their calmer moments.
no other country und'er the sun could
If we were rebels, then tr
i
nien wuo nave ueeu in reoeuion right; if Jefferson was a traitor, then
against their government hold reun- treason is tne highest virtue," he said.
ions as the Confederates are permitted Miss Tompkins presented th .star tn
to do, and nowhere else could these Governor Johnson, the custodian of the
capitol, who, being a confederate vethave met and arranged to attend such eran, responded with a euloev nf Tof.
a reunion as the one proposed to be ferson Davis and the southern cause.
held at Nashville. It would be better Father Ryan's poem. "Furl That
for all concerned If they would show ner," was recited by Miss Robinson of
a proper appreciation of such un- Montgomery, and the star, being set in
precedented liberty, by pledging themposition, was covered with garlands of
selves, to the support of the governflowers.
ment that has proven Itself so generous and beneflcient to them and theirs,
The Confederate Surrender.
instead of indulging in wild and secto the question. "How
answer
In
serve
to
that
tional vaporings
only,
'
many Confederate soldiers surrendered
Irritate.
( ,
This incident Is the legitimate re- at the close of the war?" the Atlanta
sult of the teachings so prevalent in Constitution says:
"Army of Northern Virginia. ?7- the south in its histories, its monuments and its reunions. But we In- 805; army of Tennessee. 31.243: armv
dulge the hope that Us greater, better of Missouri. 7,978;. army of Alabama,
17.- spirit, will rise above it all, and as- 42,293; army of
sert Itself until all disloval sentiments 6S6; at Nashville and Chattanooga,
are put under Its feet, and that it will 5,029; paroled in departments of Virteach a higher and nobler sentiment ginia, Cumberland,. Maryland, Alabathan devotion to a section, until they, ma, Florida, Tennessee. Texas, etc..
with us, shall be pledged to one coun- 42,189; Confederate prisoners in northtry, one government, one flag. It is ern prisons at the close of the war, 98,- only "by this means that the future can 802; total Confederate army at close,
A large and unknown num
be made peaceful and secure, and 273,025.
America become truly great, f Indeed, ber of Confederate soldiers were not
It is already doing this, and everypresent at surrender."
where throughout that region we see
a new order of things beginning to
lieglnnlng Married Life Jree from Care.
prevail. The old feeling of exclusive-nes- s
From the Pittsburg Dispatch: Mar
and ostracism is disappearing, shal
Lawrey and Mary Tolliver, col.made
are
north
from
the
men
until
were married in the county ,atl
ored,
in
on
its plains and
welcome to dwell
at J o clock yesterday afternoon by a
folthe valleys of its mountains. It
colored minister, Tho woman was de
lows that education la spreading Its
lighted after the ceremony was ovwr.
are
railroads
Influence
there;
benign
The groom took a different view of tie
to
every
extended
being built and
case and said he did not care what betewn; factories are multiplying and came of him now.
imtnral resources are being utilized,
cities are taking the. place of hamlets;
Ills Xitnie for It.
there is diversified farming instead of
Bloobumper I attended a chattery
the old custom ot raising but one
Spatts A chattery?
"1 everywhere a new south the other day.
prcfluct.
is superseding the old south to which What on earth Is a chattery? Bloothrs-young man ko thoughtlessly bumper Some call it a conversazione,
In using French
pudge themselves. Let them remember but I don't believe
their fathers with gratitude, take pride words when English will answer the
'
J.
their vp'ir, and do ail honor to purpose. Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
.
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Pension DepurtinenC
Complaint has been filed at the pension bureau against the Soldiera'
Home at Roseburg, Oregon, alleging
that It la violating section 4.745 of the
revised statutes, making It a misdemeanor for any one pledging or receiving as a pledge the mortgage, sale,
assignment or transfer of any right,
claim, or Interest in any pension certificate, or to bold it as security for
Some inmates
any debt or promise.
of the homo called attention to the
matter, and It was taken up by several
Grand Army pests, one of which, at
Roseburg, has made a formal complaint The bureau has made an Investigation, and exonerated the management of the home. There are legal authorities both ways, and a de-

i
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extremity of Australia, and belongs to GOLGOTHA OF PACIFIC Angeles from Sail Nicolas is haul for
Jumes Clark of Queensland, Mr. Clark,
investigation. Tho general opinion Is
that the imyHlque ot the Indian race
who is known as "the king of the pearl
ftahorles," orlglually stocked it with ftN ISLAND COVERED WITH OLD that swarmed over tho inland then was
APPARENTLY
CONTRADICTS
very much larger than that of any civ150,000 pearl oysters. Now 1,500 men
HUMAN BONES.
RECOONIZED LAW.
ilized race at today, and thai Some of
200 of whom are divers and 250 vesthem must have been seven fcot three
sels are employed in harvesting the Kxtlnot Race
A
Veritable
Giants
Fact
of
Give It r roof
CapVet the
rive'
Inches tall. Tho skulls ot this extinct
"I have been fifteen years enilorae-l'owture of the (jole Survivor of the An- tribe often measure several Inches
Made to crop. In
Engine Mar
Mr. Clarke told
gaged
flailing,"
pearl
fcio the Work of m
cient Itace That Inhabited Han Nicomore than some of tho skulls of today.
a correspondent of the Melbourne Ago.
ilOTM-roillas Islaud,
beMany skulls found lying about on the
"My experience has led me to the
Island show that their possessors must
lief that, with proper intelligence in
have suffered death from a club or
now
and the selection of a place, one can raise
VERY
(Santa Barbara Letter.)
v fc4- Channel is- - blunt battle ax. No one has yet found
PUUID
rp
oysters, I started my farm three yearn
1 HE
mmhHII
I
with misspent en ago, and have stocked It with shells
lanus uavo iuug a skull on San Nicholas that shows
II
I
(A.J
been known r.mong niiirks of a bullet.
erglea drops upon a which I obtained in many instances
the old tlmo resifar out at tea. My pearl shell farm
UIUIIUU
ycipuiuiu
with covers 500 squaro miles. Over most of
dents of California
machine,
THE BIGGEST BELL.
as the Golgotha of
which be expects It the water Is shallow. In shallow,
to revolutionize the water shells attain the largest size. I
the Pacific, for no- A Bnrmrse
WrltMnir Nlnoty-KlgHell,
M
Theoreti
where else in the
world.
ship my pearls to London In my own
Tons, lias Jat Ileen ltalsed.
world are there
cally, If a piece of vessels. The catch each year runs,
For some time past there has been a
mechanism bad no roughly speaking, from 40,000 pounds
probably as many sort of dead heat between the two bigfriction in its run worth up to almost five times that
human bones and
gest bells in the world, tho one at the
skeletons lying ex cathedral
ning parts, It would move forever with amount."
in Moscow, and the other at
there.
as
the velocity and momentum Imparted
to
elements
the
posed
the unfinished pagoda of Mengoon, a
of
to It by some outside initial starting
been
These islands have
objects
CHIEF OF THE WINNEBACOES- little north" of Mandalay, across the
force.
It would do no effective work,
romantic legends, curiosity and mystery river. If the'former was the bigger of
Black
AtHawk, the Mighty Indian, to
tor two gentrations or more. Notwithfor the moment any resistance was of
the two, it was cracked, and therefore
fered to Its motion it would slowly
tend Iowa's State pair.
standing that they are 28 miles oft the
Black Hawk, the mighty chief of the California shore, they are solitary and useless as a bell, while the other, though
come to rest. Now the patent office at
whole, had dragged Its suports- down
Washington has struck a brand new Winnebago Indians, will visit the Iowa unfrequented.
on the ground, and would
State
fair this summer, if his health
As far back as the memory of any till it rested
puzzle differing essentially In every
sound. Now, however,
not
emit
any
hun-irefrom perpetual motion will permit.. The chief is now BO years person in South California runs,
particular
has been reswung, and can claim atschemes except that the Inventor old, and has not been in his customary
of white skeletons have dotted it
claims to have discovered an absolute robust condition since he was stricken the valleys and hillsides of San Nic- tention as the biggest bell in working
It averages over
order in the world.
ly now law which governs the operation with paralysis some time ago.
The olas island, one of the group.
Strange a foot in thickness. The bell Itself is
of continuous or wheel levers.
Be
aged warrior is the last of a famous utensils of serpentine, sandstone, and
fore this astounding wheels within line of fighters. He Is a nephew of the 5t',atlte are found there among tho hu- over twelve feet high, and the shackle,
which was Intended for logs of timber,
wheels machine was finally granted a original Black Hawk of the wars of man bones, and the island and its inpin' of '.he
patent working models were submit 1832, and fought in the battle of Bad habitants have a history so curious that about twelve feet. The of
sixteen
shackle has a diameter
ted to the examiners, demonstrating Ax. When the Indian forces were fin- it is difficult of comprehension.
The bell was cast about the
this supposed new law, by the Inventor, ally overthrown on the shores of the
In 1835 the Franciscan padres in the inches.
Santa Barbara mission, learning that beginning of the century by King
who is Mr. Benjamin C. Pole of Wash
as an accompaniment to the
there were but 16 of the strange Indian
Ington, D. C. Mr. Pole's sensational
race then living, determined to rescue huge brick pagoda which he never fininvention is called a differential fly
19 8? id to have been cast on
them from the island.
wheel, and Is intended to be used with
They went ov- ished. It
an
rafted across. No propand
Island
er
a
in
sloop and succeeded, as they
great advantage as an engine flywheel
for striking tfc
in place of the ordinary combination
thought, in getting all on board. At er means yet existwith
a heavy piece
the last moment an Indian woman re- bell, but when hit
of crank, shaft and wheel in one solid
of wood gives a deep, vibrating boom.
and
turned
for
her
child,
remained.
piece.
The figure In front of the bell in the
Sixteen years later Capt. George Nlde-vIt is claimed by the inventor that his
and two men went from the coast photograph Is that of a Burmese nun.
new application of power permits him
In a sloop to hunt sea otters off San
to throw the point of the leverage out
Nicolas. On landing they, like Cruso,
near the periphery of the flywheel and
A PETROLEUM WELL.
were astonished to discover human
even further if he likes, and that, with
A Powerful
Explosive Forces Ont a
each successive
move
footprints in the sand. They paw no
outward, he
Torrent of OIL
3ne, however, and a storm compclltvj
gains in effective leverage without a
Among the impressive oil region
them to put to sea. It was two years
diminution of speed either of the engine
later that the captain, revolving in his spectacles the shooting of an oil well
crank or of the power wheel. He also
mind the sight of the footprints In the always takes front rank. The well that
asserts that, for the first time In the
history of mechanics, ho has produced
a contrivance which will give a continuous leverage in the line of motion.
BLACK HAWK,
Differential gearing is always com
Sac
plex, and a little difficult to understand. big
the young
Mississippi
drifted .' northward,
and
but, with the aid of the illustrations, warrior
this unique device may be followed: soon
became
a noted
hunter
First, the big flywheel Is loosely in the land of the Wlnneba- mounted on the crank bearing shaft goea. His prowess and Imperious ways
of the axle, to which power is applied soon made him the absolute master of
by the piston of the engine. On this a large band of the tribe, over which
same crank shaft is also solidly mounthe has
for many years with an
ed a gear or cogwheel A, which enIron hand. He was present at the
gages with a second gear lettered B, great council of the' tribes which asknown as the idler, and this gear again sembled on the return of the original
turns on a third one, C. Now here Black Hawk. The young chief openly
begin the mysteries of the machine; accused his powerful uncle of cowardthe gears C and D are fastened togeth- ice when ,he said that the white men
er by an axle, which passes through a were as countless as the sands of the
bearing in the arm of the big flywheel; river. When old Black Hawk dies he
D, it will be noticed, then engages on will leave no heir. His only son was
the rear gear E, which is fixed and im- killed three years ago in a fierce en
....
v&Miiitem&s
movable. By turning the eqgine crank counter with Jim Swallow, a stalwart
WOMAN.
WILD
OF
THE
CAPTURE
motion is Imparted to this train o. brave of the Wlnnebagoes.
Black
Hawk will be the chief attraction at
the Iowa State fair, in case, he Is able uncanny island, determined to go and is to be shot has been drilled to tne
to bear up under the unaccustomed discover and bring over the lonely oil producing strata of sand rock, and
Journey.
woman of whom he had vaguely heard. there the oily fluid is held In the pores
Men accompanied him, and at length of the rocky formation. In tome inthey saw on the surf beaten shore a stances the gas pressure is sufficient to
ILLINOIS INHERITANCE TAX- woman with long, tawney hair, dressed blow the oil into the hole drilled in the
Sketch of the Man Responsible for the In a queer garb of colored bird skins, rock, and no bther means is required to
Good Measure.
and scraping with a bone knife the get the oil to the top of the srourd.
Reuben W. McCoon, the man who blubber from a seal. They surround- This is only in exceptional cases. Tio
framed the inheritance tax law of Illi- ed and aproached her stealthily. Al- general way Is to lower a long torpedo
nois, which has lately begun to attract though suddenly confronted, ihe did so as to pass inside of the casing,
not appear to be in the least afraid, down to the bottom of the hole. The
widespread attention, is a
legislator and Journalist of Illinois. He but smiled, and then falling cn her torpedo Is a tin can of probably 10 feet
was born in Indiana in 1843, and was knees, prayed to the sun. She offered In length. Inside the can the space
e.
A pereducated in Shurtleff College at Upper nr. nhioftinn when, bv signs, she was is filled with
was to cussion cap on the top of the can is
Alton, 111. He studied law and fitted made to understand that she
so arranged that the dropping ot a
himself for practice, but did not enter go with them in the boat.
causes the device
They searched Santa Barbara across weight or
the courts. He preferred the broader
MR. POLE'S MACHINE,
the rough sea, and the first thing the to explode. . The rock is rent aver the
field of Journalism, and became pubIndian woman saw was Dr. S. L. Shaw, bottom of the well, and a basin is
lisher of the Waukegan Weekly Gawheels, and, as the back gear B canwho is still Hlng at the age of 80 years, formed which becomes a reservoir to
been
He
has
Herald.
zette
and
Dally
not move, the rest of the mechanism
She had never seen a pump from when the well is ready for
has to travel around it, forcing the big most active in political life, although riding a horse. and
thought the man that part of the business. The cut
like
it,
1892
Mr. spectacle
flywheel with It, through the bearing never a seeker for office. In
were one, and she knelt cn shows the torernt of oil that rushes
horse
and
to
senate
elected
of
the
was
McCoon
same
crank
direction
that
the
the
F, in
the shore and offered her devotions in-to
The beautiful part of the Illinois from the counties of Lake, Mi
Is moving.
It. Two weeks afterward the last
was
one
tho
of
and
whole thing, wherein the meat of the Henry and Boone,
habitant of rock ribbed, tempest beat-Ha- n
h
thirty-eightclaimed advantage lies, is, that the prominent members of the
Nfpniaa died from eating food
and thirty-nint- h
general assemtwo rear gear wheels,' D and E, can be
she was unaccustomed, and
which
to
numerous
of
was
He
author
blies.
the
curisome
in
size with
modified
very
fell on her race rorever.
curtain
the
of
which
most
the
measures,
important
u. j..
ous results. As long as their diameknown as the "Lone Womwoman,
The
ters are increased or decreased in has Just been declared valid by the an of San Nicholas," has been the subequal proportions, the crank shaft and state supreme court The bill was most ject of a score of romances and poems
the flywheel always keep the same rel- strenuously fought In the legislature. and food for a lot of philosophy of the
ative speed that Is, two revolutions of Powerful influences were at work to se- coast.
the crank to one entire revolution of cure its defeat, but it was passed and
San Nicolas Is ten miles wide and
the flywheel. As Mr, Pole looks at it has now become a fixed force in the four miles across at the widest point.
and apparently it seems to be an in- state. Mr. McCoon wrote it out in 1895,
Nothing more desolate than the gendisputable fact If he enlarges the two and efforts were made to strangle the eral appearance of the island can bt
bill in committee, but all chicanery
back wheels to twice a former diameAs far as the eye can trace
ter he must from necessity throw the failed. The passage of his bill was re- imagined.
are barren levels, with innumerthere
point F, which turns the big wheel, fur- garded as a great personal victory for able circular depressions,
ther out from the center, thus gaining
where primitive dwellings onco stood.
greater leverage, because the power is
Not a vestige remains of the materials
applied nearer the periphery of the flyused In the construction of these
He performs another feat in
wheel.
rancherias. Hundreds of shell mounds
mechanical gymnastics by letting the
are scattered about, and are found to
s,
fixed wheel E remain at a given size,
consist of astonishing numbers of
and alters, the diameter of the gear
the bones of every species of fish
i. a
D, with the startling result of actualfound In the channel, skeletons of seals,
of
sea
the
the
the
otters,
speed
flywheel
whales,
ly Increasing
ten elephants,
when he Increases the size of this gear,
island for and various aquatic birds. WHEN THE TORPEDO EXPLODES.
at
he
same
the
has, apparently,
Without question these animals wore
though
time Increased the effective leverage
used for food by the tribes that once from the subterranean depths when the
on the flywheel by again moving the
thronged the Island. There are num- torpedo or "shot" is exploded.
loint F toward Its circumference. There
bers of canine skeletons, several of
Is no doubt that Mr. Pole has, with wonwhich indicate a species of bull terrier.
Pigmies of the Congo.
derful inventive ingenuity, hit upon a
An examination of some of the
of the Congo, of whom
The
pigmies
V
device which is startlingly novel in Its
mounds discloses all sorts of curious so much has been heard in recent years,
movement, but whether he has discovutensils, stone cooking pots, water s, are nomads and hunters, and dangerered a means ot creating an unlimited
mortars, pestles, drills, bone needous, since they make themselves invisiamount of power from very small beles, and fish hooks, shell beads, chnrm
in the thick forest, and their weip-on- s
stones, pipes, cups, and a few arrow ble are
ginnings, or, technically expressed.wlll
tipped with deadly poison. An
make his mechanism develop a vastly
heads, spear points, and swords made
elephant grazed by a poisoned spi;ar
absence of many weapThe
bone.
of
greater amount of power In foot
'
REUBEN W. McCOOH.
ons proves the peaceful attributes of fais dead under a hundred yards. And
pounds than that which is required to
drive it, remains for the present a vory Senator McCoon. It is estimated that the islanders. Small imitations of their expertness with tiny bows and
of quick
interesting problem which engineers revenues from its enforcement will ex- boats and fishes carved from cry3talized arrows rivals the achievements
will solve favorably or unfavorably ceed $1,000,000 annually.
talc and serpentine also show a rudi- firing guns, as they can Bhoot three,
within the next few months.
mentary knowledge of the art of sculp- or even four arrows so rapidly that
If tho decision should be a favorable
ture. No trace is seen of the brush the last is discharged before the first
Contemporary of Charles Lamb.
In which the lone woman- of San reaches its mark. Ordinary uns nre
one the realization of the most vivid
pens.
Clifat
died
who
Mrs. Julia Davies,
and fantastic dreams of a mechanical
Nicolas for years found her only shel- little good against them, since on sse-in- g
a few days ago, at th
the flash of the firing gun they
from the cutting wind and sand.
Utopia has at last been reached. It ton, England,
r,
was probably ter
foot of this strange island is elodrop, and, running in, hidden by the
would mean, practically, that a five great age of ninety-fouEvery
the last survivor of the intimate
'their opponent while he
torse-powengine could be made to friends of Charles Lamb. She was the quent of the extinction of an almost grass, spear
is in the act of reloading. But breechunheard-o- f
r,
a
people.
for
hundred
or,
develop
Mont-peliof
of Joseph Hume,
The strangest of all the sights on this loaders were too much for them. "Many
that matter, any amount of energy, Un- daughter
House, Notting Hill.where Lamb, Island is to be seen on the broad plaof us," writes a recent explorer, "v.'re,
ited only by the strength of materials Godwin
and Haziitt were constant teau south of the Chinese camp at Cor- however, scared by tho seemingly magand the possibilities Of mechanical gucs'.si.
Sha married
al harbor. Here acres of the saud are ical appearance of these gnomelike beconstruction.
George Davit", 11. N., and was the littered with thousands of disjointed ings within three or four yards of us,
Mrs.
Webof
lute
the
mother
Augusta
skeletons. Measurements have been with their murderous little spears
The Only Pearl Farm In the World.
ster. Another daughter ia the widow made
by several scientists of the thigh, pointed for our destruction.
ni, InThere Is said to be only one pearl of Isaac Todhunter, the mathematician.
bushdeed, their success was often extraorand
arm
literally
and
bones,
leg
farm in the world, but that pays its
of the huels of skullB and other
dinary enough to make one almost
Black satin accessories are popular man frame have been parts
proprietor handsomely. This farm is
,
to Los doubt their being human."
brought
In tho Torres Strait, at the northern cn cashmeres of light color.

"

Trans-MissiBsin-

Vormgn Niitra.
The AuKti'Hlliin I,f'!iitiire nil wfinctlonwl
tlip ImltilliiK of ait t,'iinlin t whit-I- t will nn41
$ ri.faM.tfc'O Hint will Hiipply
ill' ('ooIk'O-iIIgol'l liclm-- wllh A,I.HXI,Mi gallons at wilier
dully.
ItiHiifin pnpers (fiii!iomire thnt Hie snle of
iniiKciltil lt now iMhittHv net.
tho lJort-lit'Htlml. '1'lu' guvi'i'iiiiK'nt pii,v 0,mp,ociO fruni'S
-I lie
for the nit immnres.-'wlLl'lly itililn
;i.(kk),iii for the ' villu ltxi'lf una Ihe adjoining
yink,
Hwliis chllilien lire obliged to attend wlnuil
six to eight yem-rt- , tliuM being Imposed on
their piireiits In ease of iMiexciiKetl iibit'iice.
Hut as many pareiitH nre too pour to provide
food anil I'loihlng for their children not a
few of the cantons have undertaken to pro.
vlilo nxxlxlancii. and It l erillnmlwl that hint
year 40,000 children were, urns aided by the
state.
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B (T AIMER CAItIC OF BLANKETS.
lilnnketM which have been used ail winter, no niattor bow white, are never clean,
ana should be washed before putting away.
11
any hoiiNckecpcrs wit inly theniHolves by

slinking and airing their blankets rather
than risk spoiling them In washing. Hut
this is a niiHtake, for if the work is properly done no shrinking will take place, and
the fleecy oft appearance may be retained,
as well the color, for yeiim. The Decennary
thing in woxhing blankets is to have plenty
of soft water and good pure soap. Inferior
soap is really the cause of the damage
done woolon goods in wardiing. It hardens
the fibre and yellows the fubrio. When
ready to begin the work shake the blankets free of dust, fill a tub half full of hot
water. Dissolve a third of a cake of Ivory
Ronp in it. Put one blanket in at a time,
tlip up and down and wash gently with
the hands. Never rub soap on blankets,
or wash them on the washboard. After
the blankets are clean, rinse in warm water
until free of suds. Add a little blueing to
the last water. (Shake and squeeze; then
hang on the line wntil dry. Take down,
fold, lay under a weight for a day or two,
and pack securely in a box and cover.
Blankets thus washed will retain their
original freshness as well as wear three
times as long as if put away soiled year
Emza B. Fiekeb.
after year.
I'hlllpnlne Islands have (1.000,000 Inhabitants, of whom l.oiio.ooo live In the mountain, and refuse allegiance to Spain.

To Care Constipation Forever.

Take Cascaret Candy Cuthartla 10c ortta.
C. O. fail to cure, druggists refund money.

If C

BitmiII package
can now he sent from Paris
to Japan for sixty cents, by special arrange-inen- t
between the two governments.

Is essential for health
and physical strength.
When the blood is
weak, thin and impure
the appetite fails. Hood's Sarsaparilla is
a wonderful medicine for creating an appetite. It purifies and enriches the blood,
tones the stomach, gives Btrength to the
nerves and health to the whole system. It
is just the medicine needed now.
3

A Good

Appetite

jna,

BEIT

swui

'

wws

i

bamia

Is the best in fact the One True Blood Furifler.
Hnn1 'c Dill" are tastelesi. mild,

nil3

five. An druggists.

23c
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heat.

I Rootbeer I
the
cools

blood,

tones the stomach, invigorates
the body, fully
satisfies the thirst.
A delicious.spark-ling- ,
temperance
drink of the highest medicinal value.

1

Hiite onlT br
The ChwU B. Hirca Co., Phil.
A picksge makmi 5 gallons.
Sold ererwtierfl.

well-kno-

Denver Directory.
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HARNESS.

nitro-glycerin-

go-de-

J
1'

mol-lusk-

'
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Vlce-Admir- al

Larimer

Street,

Denver. Colorado,
n if
GOODS SENT FOR EXAMINATION.
sj

flS
Jjfff7f?

umWkitikmK

MOOTU'S
I

,72a

PATENT ORE

SUM
ST-

LwRENCE

and position
TCAPUCDO SUPPLIED
TBAOHERS'
I

i

THE DENVER TENT
AND AWNING CO.

'VWnhhn-44- y

CAunCnO

found.

A.QENOIE,

Issue Bu'.ton, mzr., Til Cooper Bdg. Denver, Oolo.

Aibsn
Sampling Worns.-01- nc
n
Uotel Block, Denver. Pocket
ce book, valuable to ore vhlpperfl, made 1 tree

PTATC
fiDC
I C
I

0

Unt

A

SEALS, RUBBER

STAMPSSEW

jiwruc St V. O. Hot II.
TENTS. AWNINGS, a.'
Larimer St Denver. Catalogue mailed free.
LI ABLE GOODS ONLY
HU UCIOCD ! RE
X
1S2K-3- 0
Illlike s SADDLES HARNESS
Korka Jt M

1.

Co., IMS

CI fIDIOTO COLFAX AVE. FLORAL CO.
628 16th St. Tel. 1314. Greenhouses Cor. Colfax and York Sts.. Denver.

rLUnlOlu
CZ

fs:PMQ8,

NEW UPKIGHT PIANO, tlKiie
wood cane, WAHKAKTBD F1VB
WHITE or
YKA118 FOK W50.
lei m and prlcen. The KNIOHT
CAMPliEIXMUSlOCO. Denver

A

PIANOS
A

FISHERMAN'S LUCK

2KSSE

dosen flies,
nickel reel. 25 yard oil eilk H.line,
M. I OOTWlCK,
from
three leidtri, all for .
MAIL,
I'wk M1YT..1IWTU SI'ttHET. DiV1lR.

.,

ORDERS SOLICITED.

SUITLIES OF ALL KINDS.
OUEAM SEPARATORS, SALT.
COLOR. EVERYTHING FOR
WRITE FOR
TUB DAIRY.
I'ltlCICS. THE LITTLETON CREAMERY
DENVER.'
STREET.
BLAKE
1732.10
CO..

DAIRY

work for

am-

-

bend
KODAKS jiMS cut prices,
of the now

twin
ivo leep:
"Wlxnni
,.!.. i'iiio,-,finest on the market. The. Ford Optical' &
Kuiglcnl Instrument Co.. Denver.
TUB

er

horse-powe-

w

f

The best $30 double Concord Harness in Colorado
With
for $18.
breeching, $20; $25
double team harness, with breech
ing, $16; $20 steel-hor- n
stock saddle
for $15; $15 single
buggy harness for
Do not bo
$8.50.
deceived by worthless Initiations, but
order direct from
ns and get the
wholesale
lowest
prices. Catalogues
All goods
free.
FKBU
stamped.
1413
MUELLER,

I'll.

Z1SU

ilALT TOillC

Is the flncRt Spring Medicine on the market.
Sold by all Druggists.
).;oiiici oy me j. a.

LAMMEHS nOTTLINO

CO.. Denver. Colo.

'

Te. BURLINGAME'S
ASSAY OFFICE LABORATORY"
EnM!ffed In Colorado, jnL Samplea by mail Of
ipreM mil receive prompt and caiaful attention.

GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
Btntd, Melted mJ ftmyi er Purchsted.
CW.0,
iddttas. Hit sad 1728 Uwraact SU EENVE

LLZJ

Tu.Merrow's

THE DAILY OPTIC

ter.oitcw'

bail

pull

FKR33NAL

Cam.
ih

im,-bttw-

lat ad tS9 Li) Vegai elufcr la
Tb
esp'.eU'J to 1 a botlv contted ots.
Vvolert hoi loftoed Cbas. I'luSer 10 ine
Vegas nUe for pitcher and with Ibe addition of several other good players
1he
good game will be put up.
Cvfliers' club will appear in their new
uniforms and of courts tbej don't Intend
to
iten. bud the Venal boys will
make them play as they never played before If they retain their nndeaf eeted foord
Following Is the list of players, with the
positions to be occupied:
Cyclers' club
La Vegas club.
U. Hanchea
C
n. miners
B. Taylor
P
0. Disser
'
B Brash
lb
0. Taylor
Sb
F.CaTanaugh
C. West
D- 3b
W. Roberts
A.Clements
Wesoott
J. Henry
tt
Dice
3. McGaffln
of
H. Hirdy
If
B.Bporleder
Clark
n.ir base ball bovs are working and
nlaunlnetobslo evidence at the Terrl
tonal fair this fall. There Is to be big
money offered for prises; $700 for tbe first.
and this Is worth making an effort to get,
t. Veins Is strengthening farr team; tbe
citizens will contribute enough to defray
expenses ana toe aarmuing met we
would get from having tbe championship
club of tbe southwest will be wortb baa-dr- e
Is of dollars; It will go through tbe
press reports and show to the outside
world that we are wideawake and pushers
ot the first water, aod that bard times are
a unknown quantity with us.
The fair association will bare a League
umpire, whose deolsloni will bs just, says
Secretary Hsint, and every club can connt
treatment.
on fair end Impartial
Thc
Optic oan vouoh that in pasa tbe boys keep
up tbe interest now being manifested, tbey
will set other teami a pace that will be
.
bard to beat,

CyeWr

!

Thi People's

Papotr.

ot

BATUKDAl'

JUNK

UVKN1NG.

10, 1897.

STREET TALK.
(Something differentia Ilfold'i ad.3
Nloe BUtuiuer ouderwear at Block'!. It
Bee the now

It

sty.e

M. Hurlestelo,

sold

300

goats to

&

W. eolNr t
Bluuk's.

ot Liberty,

Pee

Rotb.

yterdy

Th nnllntw h .rd arS at WOfK
eiUBlIzation of tax schsdules.

Oil

Mwnet. Orr & Co' overalls, 75 cent

plr,

Dn

at Jake Block's.

tht
per

It

Fronob baluilggan underwear, cboap,
at Jake Block's.
It
Dice tailor-mad- e
We will m k ' you
suit at a Very low figure.
Jake Block.
1.

Bapello ool

The closing exercises ol the
lege, will ooour oo next Wednesday, June
23rd.
Mrs. W. B. BuDker will entertain nnm
ber of b r young friends at ber residence
tbis eveulog
Hull & Mabey are awaltlog tbs arrival
of Galveston watermelons on
of a
Tuesday next.
car-loa- d

Examination Prof rem.
The exsmlnations of teachers, for poet
(ions lo Ibe east side publlo schools, will
hejrlu on Wednesday next, 8 a. m., and be
In the high school room at tbe oity
held
sec
is
the
Baiot
Joe
fair
the
op
Whoop
8 a.
retary and writes that tbe prtniium list ball. Sessions will begin promptly at
in. and 1:80 p. m.
will be out early in July,
Following is tbe program for tbe primary
Mrs. O. L. Gregory bus received the sad grammar graces:
news of be death of ber brother-in-laWEDNESDAY FOSCXOOX.
Smitb Jackson, at Erie, Pa.
Aritbme'lo, Prof. J. A. Wood; grammar,
Geo. T.Gould.
Four thousand bead of cattle were in Iter, ueorge Belby (writing,
WiDNISDAT aFIBRNOON.
130
and
tbis
spected at
point yesterday,
Orthography, Prof. Wood; reading, Geo.
cars mure were In sight for
T. Gould ;United States history, Rer. Geo.
For Hale. Charter Oak stove. No. 8; Belby,
TUUB8DAT FOHKNOOlf.
(f on baser;
good order; icost foO; fell
Theory and practice of, teaching, Trot.
Ior$lJ. Call ai 512. D mglas ave. 1S3-Wood; geography, Rer. George Belby;
H. A. Harvey trapued a 400 p iund Cin
physiology, Geo. T. Gould.
namon bear, on Monday, and Van Long
These subjects will be taken sucoesaire- came home by tbe first stage thereafter.
ly in tbe order mentioned. Candidates
tbe
For delivery. Monday, tbe last cheap for blgb school positions will take
fancy Denver strawberries of the season-o- nly primary and grammar school examinaLeave orders now, at
$2 a crate.
tion, while tbe blgb school oourse will be
Graat & Bowies'.
It
taken up Thursday afternoon and Friday,
By order of tbe examining board.
be American cigar company will bare
Gxo. T. Gould,
two more cigar makers at work by next
Secretary.
on
this
evening's
week, they arriving

That long promised band concert will oc
weatber
cur in the city parks,
as usual, permitting.
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HATS

n

Pnnn

ft B. Co.,reiurned
short run down to Lamy, tbis morn-

T. A. Riordan,

a prominent

A jrood dinner is

DINING
ROOM

lEFELD'S

Ladies shirt waist
hive worth $1.00

bee

left

5m

Ladies shirt waist bee hive
j worth $1
- .
is
j

Bee t-

Ladies' shirt waist

P.UU

matchless

and
Hive
worth $1.35

'

'

Zephyr ginghams

quality

Percales yard wide the
ioc quality . . .
Bleach muslin
wide goft finish

.

.

v

-

Children's

parasols

O' and up.
All chidren's strow
120 rrA sold
below cost.
o 7JU

jX
(Jy

FISHING TACKLE.

P"

ALSO

j;

JC yJ

Wagner & Myers.

VQ

-

CALICO
from

J

$V vz
fN

15c:
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Take a perfectly clean penknif and cut
your finger so tbat it blend. How long
will it take the wouod to heal? Ordinarily
hats will be
it will require from eieht to ten days. It
yon drink Onava water, it will beal in four
t
days. Try the experiment.
1
1 believe that conaumptlnn Is caused by
stomach trouble' I know it wa so in my
case. All tbe doctors toM me I had con
sumption, and from1 the amount tbat I
coughed and raised have no doubt of it.
VEOAS.
X but atter keeping mv stomach regular for
four months with the Onava water, I got
well.
Henry Gilbkiit.

SIXTH St..

EAST LAS

179-O-

TEMPLE.

ks AJ

f.'
ys

yf

v

T

kT

k--

'
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;y

y

Removal Noll

k'
s

i

x.

My patrons and the public generally are
1 nfnrmed tbat I am uow
occupying my new
quarters In the Winterniitz building, on
Bridge street, where I will be glad to wet- come all customers and tt lends.
With many thanks to ah for their favors
in tbe past, and hoping tn re wve a continuance of tbeir patronage, 1 am
Respectful ly,
L. H. HOFMEISTEIt.
11 4 Bt
Bridge Street Grocer.
,

GREATEST REDUCTIOF
Lwill offer for 30 days all suits made to order

at

less

10

than ever

sold before.

Tlen's suits formerly $12.50 now $11.25
it

1350
l6.20
l8.00

15.00

l8.00

it
ii

uv
v

25.00

22.50

Trousers to Order $3.60

Prices on all ready made goods 1096 less than any house in the Territory.

bargains.

d

;

.

Parties going to Mountwill
ain resorts or s,
find it to their interest to
pic-nic-

We have just opened
call at COOLEY'S Bridge
up a lot
figured
St. for rates-FiLivery
gandies in new lace
fects in
yds. pat
terns for Madam M. J. Smith

0

amount of ladies' shirt
kwaists. we have divided
same-i-

n

4 lots.
4

1

-

Ji

lliil

Bran,
Chops,

Hay,

ne

We hrrve bought a gigantic

pi

Come bring: your cash

Amos P.; Lewis,

SPECIAL JUNE SALE 1897.

i

tt
tt

20.00

it

fl-l-
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WIRE SCREENS

SCREEN WIRE CLOTH, POULTRY NETTING,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING

1

yard CJC

V

EVERYTHING IN

Henry Levy A Bro.

and

:

Seasonable Hardware tt

jrkrmrA
lUCU

faS.INDlBQ BLUE

Ladies' Hemsylorf fast black
hose 40 gauge worth 25c

SPECIAL NOTICES.

M.-E-

.

MASONIC

w1

quality

Oc
-

...

M.

7fett

5k

Figured Organdy the
15c

Avenue,

East Las Vegas, N.

Economy Awaits You.

.

wvVLJLLi

Chronometer.

Railroad

General Manager J. J.'Frey and General
(CHIMHHBU'S BAT. :,
g;et
(Superintendent H. U. Mudge are expected
FOR RENT. Corner room In the Plaz
Fibst Baptist L'HPacrRer. William hotel.
to spend Sunday in Las Vogas, returning
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Special agent
Santa Fe Standard Watch
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SCREEN DOORS,
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Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.

Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store
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Jewelers and SilverBmifhs
Mexican FillgreegJewelry.

china in the basement.
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Oeo. W. Hlckox & Co
Santa Fe, N

Geo. W. Hickox & Co.

cane or leather, ranging from the
plain to the eleborate in finish, and in
prices from 6oc to $4.50 each. Don't
you think we could suit you?

The
ILFELD'S Plaza.

1S3-4-

Str-mo-

deo. W. Hlckox A Hlxson
Et Paso, Texas.
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Boston Clothing House.
'82

42 Styles Rockers
53 Styles Upholstered chairs
61 Styles Reed chairs

NOTES.

LOS ALAMOS
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Manufacturers

borne In Mioeourl.

J. Rmaban, tb A'buqufrque Insurance
writer dropped off of last evening's train
from tbe nortb and Is shaking hands witb
friends In tbe oity,
A. M. Blackwell returned, this morning,
from Albuquerque and Magdalen, where
be bad been in connection witb the Cre gb- ton & Graves assignment business
Mrs, L M Paugberty and son, wbo bare
been In Las Vega for the past five weeks,
on account of the letter's health, left this
morning, for Denver, thinking a chaoge of
climate would be beneficial to the young
man.

M

goods.

if

different styles of 44dinners"are shown
in our furniture room made of oak,
elm or ash and with seats of wood

Co-M-

J

We have some nice things left in men's suits M
to offer you.
It wont cost you anything to come and seefp
what we have. We are glad to show our

27

CHAIRS

eft

Money out of These Goods.

you are compelled to stand up a
it. How much better it tastes nd eat
&it on a chair, and still betterif you
if you are comfortably seated in a
rightly designed and solidly built din
ning room chair think of that.

citizen of

Flagstaff, ArlEona, domlolles at tbe Plata
hotel.
Richard Dunn and Chas. F. Rudnlpb
faced tbe wind from Roclada to tbe eity,
tbis morning.
Billy Taylor came diwn from Raton,
last nlgbt, and will make bis borne tn tbe
olty of tbe Meadows.
M. W.Browne and family, and H.T. Vnsell
and EarlHollingsworth will rusticate at El
Porvenlr,
A. Menet came down from the north, lant
erenlng, where be had been In the interest
of tbe Browne & Mansanars
r.
and Mrs R pp.be, tbe arobiteot,
bev gone to make tbbir home in Santa Fe,
where Mr. Rapp Is supervising a contract
Miss Budle Black well, wbo bas been vis
Itlng tbe family of T. B. McNalr for a
week, returned to ber Raton borne, this
morning,
W. J. Penny baker, formerly a prominent
young liveryman of this citv, passed
through, tbW morning, from Mexico to his

a jrood thinz even

at present.

I We Want to get the

rJAGOr.'lC TEMPLE.

St. Michael's College Commencement.
One of tbe irrigation dams recently
Tbe Mutnal building and loan associaTbe students ot Bt. Miohael's college bave
tion have Sled a foreclosure suit against been In active preparation for their anal washed out near Los Alamos, bas been re
relict ot Jobn F, examlnationa.beld during tbe present week placed at a cost to that community of $250,
Mrs. Bridget "Soung,
tbe same
and ending on Saturday. The young men and three others which suffered
Young.
fate will be replaced at equally great ex
tbe
sbown
have
year,
themselves, during
in tbe near fnturs.
Eugenio Moya, one of the boys employed to be
evceptl jnally bright and etndioua, pense,
by tbe McCormtckB, bas qualified as notary and In- - consequence, spend in results are
Arrangements are all completed for tbe
public and they now have a notary with expected by tbe faculty ot the college.
celebration of the feaat of Corpus Crlatl,
every wagon they run.
The commencement exercises will be beld at Los Alarms, Sunday. Rer. Father
The new depot hotel will be a thiog of on Tuesday next, and tbe excellent pro Marlller, of Sapello, will pfQoiate at the
Is
tbe functions.
beauty, as well as general utility before gram ample proof of the training
St. John's day will be celebrated at Los
anow flies on tbe highlands surrounding young men received during tbe scholastic
Alamos witb the usual sport ot pulling
year.
tbe City of the Meadows.
As a reward to tbe pupils for their ap roosters and wearing out horse flesh.
W. T, Thomson, formerly civil engineer plication, tbe faculty bas arranged for a
A Freak ef Nature.
c this
Faso, en grand picnio to Bao Juan; tearing Santa
piaoe, Is at present in
Mr. Bants is in from La Cuera and re
gaged in contracting. He has three bouses Fe on tbe 23d inst. and remaining at tbe
a cow belonging to tbe
in course of construction.
pueblo for the feast, next day, returning port tbat recently
ranch
La
Cuera
gave birth tt a
company
in
the
to
tbe
college
evening,
The Y. picnic at tbe bot springs, yester
On the. 25th, tbe pupils leate fortbeir calf having two beads end necks Joined to
well
a
was
attended, and pleasant day
day,
one body, although two hearts and' two
was snent roaming among tbe pine clad respective homes, carrying with them tbe
this pairs of longs were also contained. It also
results
of
invaluable
a
at
spent
year
bills, aod consuming delicious viands.
had a fifth leg, which was attached to the
institution.
The next session begini tbe first week of brisket pf tbe animal.
Mrs. A. M. HtrauBuer bas a fine timber
Wolves attacked and killed the cow as
clsiim, holding government patent, for September, and It Is ex pea tad tbat parents
sale. Located at Mineral Hill, above tbe who are desirous of
she was giving b(rth to the freak, which
tbeir
sons,
sending
Holland place. Inquire at H.P.Brown's.
died with its mother, but its bide
1
urlng the term, will do so promptly, at pt course
was saved and will be stuffed and placed
the opening.'
J. Minium came dp from Lamy, this
00 exhibition. Wbat a side show drawing
card it would bare made, bad it lived.
mnrning,wh?re be closed a deal for over 300
A Big Establishment.
sacks of wool, tor the Eisemano Bros. Tbe
A. M. Blackwell, of tbe firm of Gross,
Complaints are made daily about tbe bad
fleecy product will be shipped to tbe Bos Blackwell & Co., on bis recent trip to Alcondition of tbe Mora road between Las
ton market.
in
succeeded
and
Magdalene,
buquerque
and Bapello. It seems that tbe
A very sick man, whose name was not organizing what will be one of tbe strong Vegas
county commissioners or those whose duty
learned, passed through tbe city, this morn est mercantile and banking establishments it Is to attend to such matters, would bestir
Mr. Blackwell, for
ing, en route east. Passengers on tbe train in tbe southwest.
themselves to do something to remedy tbe
expressed tbe opiolon tbat he could not Gross, Blackwell tc Co, together witb Jobn detects
existing on tbis tbe most largely
ot
ot
and
Becker,
Belen,
Qustar
Becker,
reach Raton, alire.
traveled
,
througbfare In tbe southwest.
firm
name
Under
tbe
A.
T.,
BprlngTTllle,
Tbe Sisters of Loretto of the Mora of Tbe Becker, Blackwell Co., with a capicommittee appointed by Governor
Tbe
school held the closing exercises of tbat tal of $50,000, will open a general merto invetlga'e the southern freight
institution, yesterday, and many yoaug chandise and banking honse lo Madalena, Leedv,
filed Its formal report in
hearts were made glad by the prospects of with Gostav Becker as manager, who will rate question,
It advocates tbe construc
a few months of recreation.
remove from Bpringerrdle, Ariaooa, and tion of a
railway, by tbe various statep.
bis
personal supervision.
rom Nebraska to tbe gulf, as tbe most fea
The Pul man car "President" is expected give tbe business
sible v ay to secure
to arrive on No. 1, tbis evening, bearing a
reduction in rates,
In tbe Lincoln Lucky and Lee Mining Tbe cost of tbe rqad from tbe southern
party of New Yorkers. Tbey will remain
vs.
Alexander Moueuary, tt ai , line of Nebraska to Galveston is estimated
at the hot springs one day and then con- company
case at Santa Fe, tbe plaintiffs, by their at $8,000,000.
tinue their j mrney to the coast.
attorney, Judge Warreo, before Judge
Are our county commissioners doing Laugblin, were allowed a writ of error be
ion grade refraotnrv orea,
miots naving
a s .lutl in of tns difficulty in
any tb leg to ward getting up an exhibit for fore tbe Territorial supreme court, Tbis will find toetn
in me Uvan de nrowai.
tbe Territorial fair, this fall? Ban Miguel oase Involves tbe title to the Lincoln Lucky treating
Adire.i J H. Hunter. asrnt for Nun Ma
off
tbe honors in "91, and she bas mine, in southern Santa Fe county.
carried
ico, room 83, U. 8. bank, Omaha. Nh.
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If we cant save you money on clothing and eft
Gents' furnishing goods we wont ask you tofi3
buy of us. Profits are not considered in our$3

BaerBootana SboeCo.,
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and splendid values will

If low prices
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Imtho City.
Ncv Designs, Attractive Prices,
to-Da-
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from the ranch.
E. A. Pontics visits Rants Rosa on a
cattle buying trip.'
J. W Cooler, the tveot lumberman, ll
in the olty,
Judge H. L. Waldo came In ffotn tbe
nurth, this morning.
J. G. Peyton took a Hn over to Ssnta Fe
on last evening's traih.
8 H. Fields was bound for tbe anoieut
on last trening's train.
.
M. M. McS' hooter and A. T. Rogers left
on a flfhing trip, to day.
Rlohard Dunn and C. F. Rudulpb are In
town from Roclada,
Ambrailo Archuleta is visiting the city
of the Meadows,
00 a business trip.
R. E. Twltchell and John 8, Clark
boarded last evenlpj's train tor Santa

cor

. .
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toornUig train

tor Trinidad.
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Parloisover furlong's Photograph

Waists
Capes

PIn

$8.00
$5 00
$3.00
$3.00

Eton Duck Suits
$3.00 for the next SO

--

.days.

..

Corn

and

DF.ESS MAKING.

Wool suits
Organdie suits

CHICKEN FEED,

Oats.
A WEIL.
Bridge Street
Notice to Contractors
Healed proposals will be recplvert by the
board of repents of ;h normal school of
New Mexico at tbe office of tin- - wretry,
M. W. Browne, at Las
N. M.. nnttl
12 o'clock noon on tbe l!)lh day of June,

v.i,

117, for the cut stone end nin'on work,
alxo lor tbs carpenter and rn'tal work in
aecordanf with tbe rlauB and ftiprilica-tio- on fi' s' the ofltee of tbf. aichjieois,
J, H. aod W. W. H"ip,
Vrjss. N, H.
IpiyK f rsr.T.E't, Vremdrnt of Posrd,
Jl. W, Browns Secrctar

t

